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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During the past 15 yea s increasing numb...1-s of qualified blind rersons hove

been seeking employment in cerc, paroprfesioal, beg:nning profession I

and professional jabs. While job development prgrams in the areas af medical

tronscrption, the -e of MIST equiprnent and computer programning have helped

to meet the vocational needs of this population, a substantial number ha e been

unable to obtain suitable employment . For irtonce, the e are ot the present time

n esti -ed 4,500 blind stude t enrolled n 2 and 4 yei.r coil es, and if past

experi n e is a valid indicator, it seems prob ble that 9 rnber of them will

experience considerable difficulty in obtaining satisfacto employment.

An occupational area which appears to have real potential for resolvtng

significant segment of this problem is Information Service Expediting (ISE). The

tern "Information Service Expediter, as used in this morsual wi II denote a broad

cupatranal area in which the identifying function common to ail jobs 'is the use of

the telephone and other telecommunic ?ions equipment to provide persons served by

a particubr agency or business wth explanation, info ions or referral. The

expedjter where approprlate, must also initiate action required to resolve presented

problems,

Jobs within this cateaor

relayed directly from cus

Clerk hich volves asenibling certain information to meet a customer's needs,

Taxpayer Service Representative, where the expediter is often required to

explain the application of policy, rules or regulations to specific situations, and

ould range from Dispatcher, where information is

o fe low ernployee:., through Airline Resmations
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where appropriate, t_ initio e action to facilitate the resolution of problems pre-

sented by callers. For instance, a Taxpayer Service Representative in an Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) Central Office might operate from a large telecommunications

center where he would be handling incoming telephone calls along with several

other Taxpayer Service Representatives, Calls on an 800 number from all over the

state are received by the Taxpayer Service Representative in this center. A taxpayer

might want information on what excise taxes are deductable or how profit on the

sale of a house is figured, or he might want assistance in solving a computational

problem that involved the straIghtforward application of IRS rules, regulations,

policy. In this situation, the Service Representative would provide the caller with

the necessary information or assIstance. lf, ho e rer, a taxpayer presented a problem

which involved complex applica ion of tax low and IRS regulations, the Se vice

Representative would either obtain the answer from a qual fied person in the agency

and relay it to the call r or he would refer the ;axpayer directly to personnel in

the agency qualified to deal wIth his problem.

The first tr&ining program for blind ISE's in the United States was initated at

Arkansas Ent rprises for the Blind in 1967, for the purpose of preparing Taxpayer

Service Representatives for the IRS. Since th t time, two addir nal programs for

training blind ISE's hove been establ ished, one in Ft. Lauderdale and one in Los

Angeles by the Social Security Administration (SSA) to train Customer Service Rep

resentatives for that agency. As a result of group placement programs developed

by the Rehabil tation Services Administration staff, including Office for the Blind

and Visually Handicapped in cooperation with 3 federal agencies, approximately

5



300 blind and visually ha -.Tipped persons had been emp oyed as !SE's by January,

1975.

As of that time, the IRS had employed 105 Taxpayer Service Representatives,

with expectations that this number will be increased to 140 within the next few

months. The SSA had 153 Service Representatives and planned to expand this to up-

wards of 250. The U.S. Civil Service Commission currently has 26 Information

Specialists. However, because this program is relatively new and the district offices

much s oiler, it is difficult ta give numerical estirncites coricenung rate of growth .

The significance of this achievement lies not only in the employment it has

Orovided for a numb r of blind persons but more Importantly in the possibilities

it r&ses for e tending similar p.ograms of job development and placement to other

and perh ps more productive areas For instance, it is apparent that many other

fed --al agencies must utilize computers and other telecommunications equipment

to meet the infoimotion s ,ice demands placed upon them by the vast numbers of

consumers they must .p7e. The same is true of state and municipal governments

and there is an even Tr

sector.

variety and scope of similar systems in the privat

The employment pote tia6 for blind persons in this untapped job-rich territory

appears to be greater th n that found In any other occupation in the professionol/

technical area. To llo6litate its development, the staff of the Placement Counselor

Training program of the Rehabilitation Institute, Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale, proposed that a working conference be held. Through such a confer-

ence the knowledge and experiéne gained by the employing agencies, training

6



facilities, the reabbiUtation counselor, and the blind and visually handicapped who

have been trained and placed, after being analyzed and evaluated, could be used to

develop specific guidelines for the selection, training, and placement of blind per-

ions as 1SE's. These guidelines should be designed to provide maximum help:

1. to the rehibilitotion counselor in the placing and decision-making process

with his client

2. to the vocational training facilities in the establishing of admission cri eria

and curriculum development and in the setting of acceptable achieveme,t

levels for course completion, and

to the employing agency in deterrning what, if any, ob modifications will

be required, *hat special needs the blind employee may have, and what

assistance may be expected from the rehabilitation counselor in resolving

any problems.

Not only should these guidelines contribute to the more ef ective selection, training,

and placement of ISE's in the 3 employment areas already est Wished, but they should

also provide a sound basis for the expansion gf this employment opportunity to other

governmental agencies and particularly to private industry where the potential is

cdmost unlim teda,

This proposal was funded by grant 45-P-81060 5-01 from the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, and on August 12, 1974, an advisory committee

met in St. Louis to develop specific plans for the working conference. As ci result

of this meeting, task forces each consisting of from 3 5 members and each with an

7
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advisory committee member serving as the task force leader, we e assigned to cover

the following Selection, Training, Placement, Present & Future Trends, and

Job Restructuring. The members of each tusk force wrote papers on selected topics

within their given subject area, and the task force leaders wrote introductory state-

ments. These papers were then distributed to all members of each task force for

review and comment, and revised payers were then redistributed. All task force

members together ;th the project director, coordinators, and consultants met in

Carbondale for the working conference which was held January 27 - 30 1975. Each

paper was read to the as;embled conference and each task force then worked on in-

corporating suggested revisions and additions. The resulting papers were then turned

over to the project director far final editing and publication.
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In roduc ion

This chopter develops guidelines for the selection of blind individuals for

vocational training as Information Service Expeditors (ISE). It covers;

Assessing vocational training readiness

Required aptitude, interest, and motivation

Required skills of blindness

Job skills required

Prior to considering the qualifications of spe ific clients, the counselor

must have a functional kno ledge of the procedures through wiich vocational

evaluation, training, certification, and placement are initiated, since these

vary somewhat from employer to employer. In order to identify and clarify

the.se differences, ¶0 counselor should obtain answers to the following questions:

Is prior interview and/or commitment for employment required before admis on?

Is a specific job in a specific location to be com itted prior to vocational eval-

uation or training? Upon what specific factors is the commitment contingent?

How many days or weeks are required for voca ional evaluation? What agency

provides evaluation e ices? Is training to be on the job or through a formal

course? What are the tuitiofl, maintenance, and equipment costs?

The counselor must be able to provide the client a clear understanding of

just what is entailed in the job of Information Service Expeditor. In what type

of activity will he be gaged? What will the work environ nt be? What

compensation can he expect? What are the chances for pro tion? The client

10



should understand that unless an ISE job is available in his home community,

will have to relocate. If he is unwilling to make such a move, some ner

vocational objective should be explored.

Ssing Vocational Training Readiness

Assessment occurs at three levels. The first is a general awareness of the

qualities needed to successfully complete training, an awareness which the coun-

selor has at the back of his mind constantly as he considers his case load. During

initial period he counselor may consider the personal skills, psychological

requisites, physical stamina demands, voc nal skills, and the maturiy expected

of an ISE. He will be thinking oF ut mini um age so i I and interactional skills,

o and M skills in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, safety and grace, academic

background and minimum work experience requirements. He needs to know the

lient's personal management and self-care skills, his speech, language, hearing

and listening skills, his typing speed and accuracy, and how these relate to comple-

tion of forms, his ability to use arithmetic, his "meet-and-de l" nd telephone

ski l Is .

The blind persons on the counselor's case load are in varying statuses in

movement towara rehabilitation. He tentatively identifies potential candidates,

matching the qualities of the client to the demand5 of the job.

At the second level of assessment, the counselor will use all available

focal diagn tic and reporting resources to develop case records of each poten-

tial candidate, covering psychological, social, educational, medical, and

1 I.
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vocational factors Where a specific weukimss itified at this Iv IQf

assessment, an effort should be made to correct it beFore sending the client for

formal evaluation. Selected persons should have demonstrated relevant interest

and mature abilities in giving information or solving problems with others arid

should be able and will ing to verbalize efficiently and effectively by telephone.

i:nce the counselor crrpletes his initial professional judgment that a

certaIn client is an appropriate nominee, it is timely for open, direct, cosclaLJ5,

and active client involvement in the assessment process. The counselor &Ve5

the potential nominee oll information about the ISE job:

Eligibility requirements for admission into evaluation and training

b. Possible job locati ns

c. P -bable salary d other job bene its

d. Possibilities for pb advancement

e. Details regarding support and assistance to be provided by the vocational

rehabilitation counselor and/or agency

f. Financial responsibilities of agency, client, and others

Whenever it is passible, arrangements should be made for the client to visit

the office in which he is seeking employment and to participate in an intervi

with his prospective employer. This procedure is of course mandatory in the

case of certain ISE training courses which require cornrnitment for employment

prior to evaluation or prior to training. In such an interview, candor in expres-

sion of thoughts and feelings by both the client and employer will be most

facilitative of their mutual interests.

2
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Fol I owing a favorable reactior d rin such an interview, ample opportunity

ihovld be I I wed for the cl ient to discuss the I 5E opti on vial appropricte me rn

berf of his Foraily prior te the Final d n. Final ly, even though the counselor,

the aCliert a nd the appropriate Men-16n of his farni I ond thep&erstial employer

rnu

in areemert that the cl ient shoul d be a noriuinee For ISE trai ning, it still

be rlade tear that the actual plocernent or the job is conti ngent upon the

dives duccessfui compl etion of train ing

For many positions, there is still another level of ass ssment during which

oactionol readiness must be v rified in o comprehensive rehebil 1tatior c nter

by a teafn o.f professiona Is. During th is eval uation, the skill bil Pies, ond

behavior of the cl lent are compared to minimal norm for the ISE training course

under consjderction. Often a client is found to have excellent potential hut a

skill clef icit precludes hes re.odiness for in-Mediate training. Appropriate persona I

edjostrn nt ondlor pre-voca iorsal trai fling focused on these deficits, with ongoing

eva I

of t ime

can prepare this el lent for the ISE training course ir a brief period

eivabilltotkon ogerlcies, prior to moki g final date miricti n

on vhihetEer to send a client for training e-val cation, might reauire nominees to

co vlate one month of prel min ry evaluotion Iii their conprel e rehab-

ilittion This allows opportunity for the c lient to validote his interest

in the I5E job ond permNs him to dernonstlate his skills level over a period of

time more nearly representing his best fu cti ming ond usual life style, Since

evaluatidn does not ccur in isolation fran training, skills improve and

3
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know e e ipereases in rilost ins tan ces during the vcafional eval uation phase.

Other ag enc lies require v ocationa I evolutiof in a orelicibi I itation center for

only fe dalys .

l surnrnciry, the pe I irni nary c cse load scrøenrlg by the counselor, and client

assessrlleritbr th counsel or ond his cl lent are of vi tal imp ortance; appropriate,

active, c ofl5j01 joirst p4rti cipotion of c lient c n eunselor are essential . The

rehab ilitcation cerater ,docational evaluctian with the client over a rem n He length

of tirn as mcch as orie nth) Is also most ezentia l to va I idate the client's choice

and h is read; ness -for I 5E '%'occtional tr ini ng

ing A itu , Irterest and Motivation

Ther rino s sy an5wer to the q tiestio "What is required i n the

areas d aiptit-wder interest, and motivation in order to become a successful ISE?"

However,. this obervcz is merely an ecteni0rl of the more gl bal statement

that there is no easy answer to Simi far cuesti ans clop, t any professional r semi

professioncl °reef,

i is assumed -that the ISE job requires at let the fol owing, in varying

but signific -t deorees:

At lost mo.derote ly high level of acderriic learning abili

kind of Wiry needed for SucCe5 irs m st h ols and lieges It is

neaelsary, fel- the worker to a quire f informatio to rn ntally

organize that information, ancl to be able to reca ll it upon dernona; in

roars)" of t-he jabS there is a special r q irerilent for skill in math matics

14
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or, at least, skill in dealing with number relationships.

2. Analytical and logical th nking. In many cases the problem presented

to the ISE must be an lyzed and clarified before an appropriate response

can be made, and in some cases the real problem is much more complex

than the contact question impli

Judgment in relating the amassed information to the defined problem.

Frequently there Is more than one way to solve the problem; the ISE

must choose the simplest but rriost effective way in terms of both

ediate and long-term effects.

4. Expressive skills which enable the SE clearly to state the ans er. It

is of little value that he reach the right conclusion if he cannot commu

nicate it effectively to people of very varied levels of understanding.

5- A combination of personal warmth with teaching and persuasive ability.

The consumer's problem is not solved until he feels that he has received

sound advice from someone who not only knew the relevant facts, but

who also cared about him. There is an important inter-personal equation

here. In some cases, cal lets may be very upset and hostile, and the

ISE must be able to meet this sItuation with controlled emotion.

Of th se five charactartics, psychological tests can be expected to provide

reasonably accurate measurement of only the academic ability. We will consider

the passible contribut ons of (a) psychologi I tests, (to) the client's history,

The interview, and (d) situational testing.

1



Psychol _1 Tests:

In general, the attitude of agencies employing the ISE has been that tlley

mentally superior people. This rnkes sen e although possibly on general

grounds rather than on grounds specific to the job. All research an blind people

and most research on sighted workers shows a positive relationship betw ee verbal

10 and success. However, we do not know ust how high that IC:1 shou'd be, and

a study of the relationship bet een the WAIS Verbal 10 and success as an ISE

might help clari fy this point, provided sufficient number of criterion jobs with

similar job content can be identified. An extensive study of the relafioship

between other test data and job success is not recommended because the tests

used have varied too widely and have been administered under poorly defined

conditions.

Meanwhile, it is suggested that the counselor think not in terms of 10 alone,

but in terms of whether he believes the client under consideration could succeed

moderately complex traIning, such as that received in the first couple of

years ofa college of moderate difficulty. Of co rse, if the cl ient has already

succeeded, the decision at this point is easy.

in catalogues of psychological tests, one can find elle ed measures o f logical

and analytical thinking and of judgment. Most of them are academIc exercises

whose content shows no "face validity" for the ISE's ork; most hove norms based

only on college students; often there is no validity, For some are so old that the

iten are sadly dated. Yet there is a persistent, if small, faith among tesforiented

16
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psychologists that one could devise a scruenng far logical reasosing and judgment.

The attempt to devise such a test specifically for the ISE mefts study, perhaps at

the level of a doctoral dissertation.

Meosvres of interest abound in test catalogues ond use of such a test before

the counselor finalizes a re o mendation of the ISE career could be helpful,

not as a screen but us a counseling instrument. One would expect the happy ISE

to score high on serv and/or persuasive interests since contoot with people

h at t heart of the job. Communication skills, perhaps represented by a

literary interest, and work with figures, perhaps represented by a computational

and/or clerical irteresf, would b moderately mportant. Fowever, the 9reatest

value of the interest inventory might be ifs exposing of very high interests which

do not fit into the work f the ISE, such cs high scientific or oudoor interests,

When these appear, the counselor has a responsibility to clarify with his client

the fact that some of his positive interests are not port of the ISE job, and to

determine whether the client can find - r has already found - oher sources of

satisfaction for these interests. If the counseior is o istently successful in

helping the client to recognize maturely this divergence between the th; gs he

loves to do and the content of the ISE job, one hopes that dropouts would be

minimized.

There is no

here but departmen

d psychological test of oral expressive ability with releva ce

of speech and communication might have something to

tribute in this area, In most cases, the more natural relationship of the interview

1 7
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affords of assessTh this ability.

No psychological test can provide any effective rne sure of motivation,

although we assume people will work harder at tasks which rif their strong

interests. Sadly, fhi5 is not always true.

b. Analysis o ppticant's

The most careful and complete review of the ISE applicant's history is

strongly urged. Althrougl rot 100% accurate, the best predktor of the future

is what the client has done in the post. Statistical analysis is not recommended

for the relationships bet een individual items in the history and ISE succe a

more useful approach would featue uotion of the total history by some-

one with clinical insight and an understanding of the spec icH effects of blindne s.

This person might well be the compel. ent rehabilitation c uns lor who, in making

this evaluation, should give particul r atferstion to the folio ng:

1. Good grades thro ghout schooling. These should be evidence of

learning ability, regardless of 10.

2. The desire for success. Is the individual willing to be involved in

co petitive situations and to work hard within that Framework, so

that he has received recognition, whether it is for dbatng, singing

athletics 7

Pestence. Drifti; one activity to another, from on- school

an ther, from one ob to aiother, is a poor predictor of the applicant's

stayinR with the *E %Ire:14141g and employnent ,

1 8
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4. Liking for and success with comniunkation situations. Has the applicant

done selling, been a committee chairman or an elected leader? Has he

put himself across well enough to be chosen by others? Has he inspired

confidence in those around hi ?

Evidence of the teaching-helping relationship. Has he been a Sunday

School teacher, helped with young children, or generally found satis-

fa Hon in helping othe ? Helping in ways which require explanation

and co munication should have prio

Reconimendatins by te chers and Former employers. Do they regard

him as a dependable, hard-workivi person who does his best?

c. The Interview:

This process is probably the most significa t in the initial selection of th

ISE. Here, the appearance, manner, speech, and overt personality of the indi-

vidual must be assess d not only for their value on the job but for what they

co municate about the person.

An experienced and highly skilled employment interviewer who is comfortable

with biindnc is needed. The interviewer should further probe the individuaPs

history with concern for the six areas lust listed. In addition, the skilled inter-

viewer can seek evidences of %insight, judgment, capacity to deal with problems

without loss of emotional ol, etc.

Indoctrination with regard to blindness and good rehabilitation attitudes

could be very helpful to these interviewers end is strongly recommended.
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d. Situational Te ing:

Since so m ny of the qualities required for success as an ISE cannot be

evaluated by standard tests and since the client may have hod little opportunity

to demonstrate these qualitIes in the post, there could be value in devising a

work sample or situational test for the screening process. This test would simu-

late the real working ion but not call upon specialized knowledge which

the applicant, naturali,'-h, would lack. It could involve the presentation of one

or ore problems by-one or more !Iconsumers. " The proble s would have to be

carefully devised and defined and one or more persons trained to act as consurners,

trained to present the prbIern in a standard way and rea t in prescribed ways to
an.

the applicant's poib!e responses. Since this could be done by tel phone, it

would not be necessary to have a large number of persons trained in this way;

indeed it would b e best if the same small sv ou p undertook all such testing con-

ducted anywhere in the country. The test conversations could be recorded and

later evaluated along predetermined scales.

Ass _a SIt_mes nal Management

Here, again, it is necessary to recognize a wide variation in the demands

of different training and work settings. Thus, it is important for the counselor

to determine just what will be required in the particular training setting to

which he plans to send the blind individual. In general, the client must possess

the ingenuity, resourceful ness, and self-confidence necessary to de I effectively

with the complex problems normally encountered by a blind person working and

20
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living in a sighted environment. The specific skills of personal management

for which the counselors should check might include the following:

a. Demonstrated mobility and ientation skills sufficient to

1. Function independently in the work environment. This aspect

includes the use of facilities normally found in office buildings.

2. Get to and from work reliably without undue stress.

Cope with and handle the mobility needs incident to his pattern

of daily living and social activities.

b. bemonstrated ability in personal grooming to assure neat and appro-

priate appearance. The counselor may need to question how the client

will identify and coordinate clothing, keep his clothing clean and in

repair.

Acceptable social and table etiquette.

d. Ability to sign checks applications, and other frequently used forms

and documents in a consistent and recognizable manner.

e. Demonstrated ability to handle ordinary financial tronsactions, including

the ability to identify coins and paper money.

F. Ability to use some form of recording equipment,.

sessin ob Skills and Ph, 'co

Variation among jobs is great; since some employers may set different

requirements in terms of age, education, training and experience, it is the

counselor's responsibility to acquaint himself with these differences. Here,

it is possible to suggest only a few minimum standards for all ISE jobs.

21
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Physical and related requirements include:

1. Physical stamina to work a full day period for five days a week on

a regular basis.

2. Freedom from any speech problem or impediment which would pre-

vent the development of a clear arid pleasant telephone manner.

. Freedom from any hearing problem which would hinder effective

use of the telephone.

4. Adequate dexterity and coordination to operate Multi-Line Tele-

phone equipment, to take notes, and to locate and use reference

materials as a part of a continuous integrated operation.

b. Communication and related skills:

1. Ability to write legible braille with slate and styllusat a mini u

rate of 12 words per minute, or to make legible long hand no -s.

2. Ability to read 12th grade level material in grade 2 braille at a

minimum rate of 60 words per minute with a comprehension level

of 85%, or ability to re d ink print, if necessary by use of

visual ard, at the same minimum r te and level of comprehension.

Some ISE jobs require the ability to perform ari hmetical compu-

tation.

4. Ability to meet and deal effectIvely with the general public,

showing poise social judgment, and adequate verbal ability to

express himself.

5. Ability to spell at an acceptable business level.

2 2
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6. Ability to compose and type a clear and accurate business letter,

7. Ability to fill out forms required in the particular ISE job. An

acceptable test would be the ability to fill out a check on the

typewriter.

8. Ability to maintain reference files and locate specific materials

rapidly.

2 3
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Introduction-

A major reason for the succesS of the blind in information service expediting

occupations in the Federal Government has been the training given these indivi-

duals. If we are to build on these successes and open new are s to the blind, we

must make sure that all aspects of the training effort equal or exceed the standards

set by existing programs. This chapter will deal with the following aspects of

tra ing:

Outco e objectives

Methods and curriculum

Training resources

On-going training needs

Discussion of these areas wi I provide solid guidelines for counsel° so they

may evaluate training programs and deter -ine whether or not the program meets

their clients' needs and abilities.

Cutcome Objectives

There is one school of thought which holds that the function of education is

t "change behavior." While there is some controversy reg rding this point of view,

it reay be useful to consider Informa ion Service Expediting (ISE) training objectives

in terns of what the trainee wIll be able to do upon completion of the training pro,

gram that he was not able to do before. With this in mind, the following objectives

will be discussed:
2 5
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. Program knowledge

facts

6. procedures

c. Communication skills

2. Orientation to work environment

work habits

. interpersonal sk il Is

Evaluation of trcining course

riots

b. methods

The primary objective of ISE training is that upon completion of the progr

the employee will be abl , with little or no assistance, to answer varied and complex

questions addressed to the agency he is representing. He will do this in a mann

which is alw ys courteous, helpful, and infor five. While most callers will be

simply requesting information or assistance, the ISE must also be prepared to deal with

callers whose attitude may range from mildly defensive to abusively angry. She or he

may 6e called upon to exercise great tact and patience while dealing with callers who

are experiencing some emotional stress.

The primary objective of ISE training can be broken down into two pa The

acquisition of in-depth program knowledge is probably the area to which m f the

training time will be devoted. This aspect of training involves both the learning of

complex factual material, and the methods and procedures necessary to carry out the
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r 'ssion of the agency in the most efficient manner possible. The expediter must also

have the ability to think logically in applying those facts and procedures which are

pertinent to the case at hand.

This ability should be supplemented by competence in the following interper-

sonal areas: interviewng skills, potience, insight, compassion, and a desire to help.

Some of these characteristics cannot be mastered in a brief training period, but must

be a function of the selection process. However, the skills of active listening and

clear thinking can be amplified and improved during the training period. Many per-

SO ho call are somewhat inarticul te and have difficulty phrasing questions which

communicate their needs. In this situation, dctful persistence and a perceptive and

patient attitude on the part of the ISE are required to elicit enough information from

the caller to solve his problem. One ISE has a sign posted on his desk which states,

"We will answer your question even if you dOn't know what your question isl" This

kind of attitude is certainly a valuable outcome objective.

Another objective of the tr&nng program is to facilfafe the developmert of

certaIn desirable behaviors common to all jobs and aH employees. For instance,

dependability is encouraged by reinforcement of regular work habits and progress in

this area is assessed in terms of such behaviors as frequency of absences and prompt-

ness in arriving at work and returning from coffee breaks and lunch periods.

The trainee's interpersonal skills are also being continuously observed and eval-

uated through questions such as the following: Does he make a positive contribution
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to the class morale, or does he offend other members with his omniscien itude?

Is he cooperative and helpful or beligerent and impatient with slower students?

Does he insist on being the center of attention, constantly interrupting the class with

frivolous comments, or does he take his task seriously?

If the trainee exhibIts problem behavior in these areas, the training per od is

the time to deal with them by making sure the trainee knows what is expected of him,

by counseling those individuals who have problems or, if all else foils, by terminat-

ing the trainee who does not measure up.

In so_ e instances the trainee may have physical disabilities in addit on to blind-

ness. These disabilities may impose an additional handicap on his ability to function

on the job. The training period gives the instructor an opportunity to observe these

difficulties and perhaps to find ways in which the job and. or work environment can

be modified to minimize the difficulties.

We must also consider outcome objectives in terms of the training cou se, mae -

rials, and equipment. It is unlikely that there is any training program in existence

which cannot be i proved. The instructor should constantly be alert to any weak

areas in his course outline and materials. The students can be very helpful in this

respect! Many perceptive and useful suggestions will come from the trainees, and

each should be carefully weighed and evaluated.

The growth and increased competence of the instructor as well as the greater

relevance and usefulness of the training course are an important training objective.

There must be provision for evaluation and appraisal of these factors. Mile many

2 8
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areas in need of improvement can be noted during training, the truest measure o the

success of any job training program is employee performance on the job after the in-

ing is completed. Thus, periodic feedback regarding employee performance s essential!

Just as the employer has expectations concerning the trainee, the trainee has on

equal right to certain expect tions concerning his employment. The employer has a

right to expect the blind trainee to perform as efficiently as sighted employees doing

the same work, and to adhere to al I rules and follow the same standard of conduct as

other e ployees. On the other hand, the trainee has the right to expect that his

abilities and performance will be evaluated without refe ence to his disability, and

hat he will have the same opportunity for advancement and recognitIon as his fellow

employees. The counselor and the training facility can enhance the trainee s chance

of successfu mployment by helping clarify for both employer and employee, the

empectations to which each is entitled.

Training Methods and Curriculum

Training the blind as ISE's may involve a greater variety of teaching techniques,

but the curriculum and study areas remain the same as for training sighted employees.

The curriculum sh uld include a presentation of factual data concerning relevant

procedures, policies, and materials of the agency in which the ISE job is located, an

overview of basic operating procedures, and an enhancement of communication skills.

The actual presentation of the factual data should be made in a variety of ways

to stimulate interest and thereby enhance learning efficiency. Repetition and drill are

2 9
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necessary training techniques since many r terence materials are unavailable in

braille and must therefore be memorized. In this situation, the instructional pro-

cess might involve the presentation of this data first by means of a taped read'

followed by a leclure, and acco panied by a braille outline.

With respect to operatina procedures, It can be assumed that trainees generally

will possess skills needed in this area at the time they enter the program and the

tra n ng will be designed to heighten and focus these skills. For instance typing

efficiency may be increased through the use of "key sheets" which provide tactual

orientation to formF that must be typed. The trainee must also become acquainted

with the special equipment, partkular to the agency for which he will work, such

as telephones or computer terminals. On-site training in an appropriate training

office near the major training facility provides the trainee with first-hand experi-

ence in the use of special equipment and is the most effective technique for devel-

oping his skills in this area.

Though factual infor ation and operating procedures are bask aspects of ISE,

the essence of the job is communication. Thus, the curriculum of the training pro-

gram must include the area of communications skills. Methods for developing

communication skills might include the Xerox Corporation's course on Effective

Listening. Role-playing exercises and the critiquing of one's own and other's inte

views ore also valuable teaching techniques. Aga n, on e trainIng offers the

trainee the opportunity to master these skills through the observation of others and

through actual performance of the skills.
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The basic 3-fold curriculum fo, the ISE training program can be enhanced through

the use of meaningful and innovative training methods. The result of such tr ining is

an ISE who functiarss knowledgably and efficiently in his position.

Traininq Resou

It is obvious that most irHi viduals would prefer training in ther own city. How-

ever, when this is not possible, the counselor should obtain from the training facility

information on nearby housing, public transportation, medic I facilities, and other

supportive services.

It is extre ely important that financial ssistance or funding be worked out in

advance of the trainees' arrival.

In addition, there must be adequate work space for each trainee, including space

equipment such as br,Iler typewriter, recorder, and embossed books. Ideally,

the location should provide for classrom training and on-site training. The minimal

requirements of the training site should meet all the local crIteria for space, heating,

ventilation, rest rooms, floor apace, and safety.

Specific materiols needed in braille can be prepared by the following sources.

(The lt definitely not oll-inclusive.)

Atlanta Georgia Public School System
State Department of Education
Special Education Program
State Office Building
Atlanta, GA 30334
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2. National Braille Press
88 St. Stephen Street
5,osion, MA 02115

American Printing House for the Blind, Inc.
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisville, KY 40206

4. Brai I le institute of Americo
741 N. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

5. Volunteer Services for the Blind, Inc.
332 South Thirteenth Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

6, Protestant Guild for the Blind
456 Belmont Street
Watertown, MA 02172

An on-line computer translator is now in operation at the University of Arkansas

Medical Center. It may be accessed from any point in the country using standard

telephone lines and a computer terminal.

In,addition, "Dot Sys. III, a portable Braille T nslator" is available for use on

many existing computer systems from the MITRE Corporation.

For limited amounts of braille local volunteer groups can be utiliz d along with

the old standby, the braille writer and the thermoform machine.

Large print may be obtained from many sources all over the country. A large

print type riter can serve the purpose even more immediately and less expensively.

Cassette tapes, recorders, and duplicators are almost an indispensable source of
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information input and sharin- among a group of trainees, and for expediting the

total process, a tape dupcator should _e seriously con514ered.

Ideally, each trainee should be supplied with the oiIowing equipment as cp-

plicabte:

Braille writer

Slate & stylus, braille paper, notebooks or binders

Typewriter

Cassette recorders

5. Tapes

6. Light probes

7. Mathematical aides

Assortment of optical aides

9. Canes

10. Roll-O-Dex file:

11. Signature guides

n -oing Training

When the client has completed training and is working as an ISE in a specific

agency, it is important that the training facility and/or the employing agency,

continue to provide him with materials that can facilitate more effecave performance

on the job. Such materials would include additions to or revisions of policy, proce-

dures rules or regulations. It might also include a regularly issued newsletter or

bulletin. This material could be made vaiiable in braille, kre print, or tape



cassette. The impor ant point is that the form in which it will be produced should

be determined by the needs of the user and not by the convenience of the training

facility or the agency. In any well run organization there wil if course be in-

office and in-service training which will be available to the blind employee.

While the relationship between s,he new employee and his supervisor is a key

factor in deter ining the kind of learning and development th t will occur on the

job, it is important that the rehabilitation couiselor maintain a follow-up relation-

ship with the employee and the supervisor. He would then be available to provide

consultation or counse ng in the case of a problem that was not being resolved on

the job, or where it appeared tha!' the only resolution acceptable to the agency was

retraioing or ter ;nation.
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Introduc ion

The vital necessi y of e fective communications in our complex society cannot

be overstated. Any person who can expedite the flow of information is in a strategic

and important position. Cor,ider for example, the mass of data that must be ex-

is an

ideal position for the information expediter, but one should not restrict the place-

ment possibilities to the public sector .

changed within the Federal Government. This type oF governmenta

The placement prospects for the blind in federal jobs have been expanded through

the employment provisions of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. This Act has equally

strong and far reaching implications for the employment of the serverely disabled,

including the blind, in the private sector. Specifically, the act requires that any

business or industry providing contract work for the Federal Government in the amount

of $2,500 or more, develop affirmative action plans for the employment of the seve ely

disabled. This Act opens doors into most of the corpor -e enterprise in America and,

with such broad coverage, the employment possibilities that may evolve appear virtu-

ally limitless. Undoubtedly, Vocational Rehabilitation personnel must be extremely

cognizant of the employment potential inherent in the Act. Horace Greely's West

may not have contained more opportunities.

When one considets the active involvement of several large federal agencies in

the selection, training, and placement of the blind and the opportunities implied in

Section 503 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, he might get the impression that place-

ment counselors may now sit on their collective laurels. Obviously, this is not the
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case, since competition for these professional and parc-professional positions in

Government and Industry is grea er than ever before in the history of the labor

market. Also, one must remember that the 1973 Rehabilitation Act does not n-

date the employment of the severely disabled, but merely requires an affirmative

action plan for employment. Such a plan should create an atmosphere where an

able counselor can initiate an effective on-going program of job-development.

It is also important to point out that despite th ive employment policies

espoused by the aforesaid Federal Agencies, there remain isolated regional and

local offices and telecommunication centers that have resisted employing the vis-

ually impaired. So even in the public sector, it is necessary for the counselor to

maintain CI continued contact with local personnel to assist in the implementation

of these positive employment policies.

The counselor is still responsible for selling the concept of effective production

without sight and convincing the local office of the validity of employing a quali-

fied blind applicant.

This chapter will present guidelines which counselors may use in evaluation

and development of their own procedures for assessing job readiness, placement and

follow-up of blind persons as Information Service Expeditors (ISE's)4

Job Development and Placement

For the counselor, the responsibility of providing effective assistance to the

client who is seeking employment in a specific job Is often the most challenging
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assignment in the re abilitation process. This is so because pi cement, particula

with the severely disabled, is ane service which very often can not be purchased

from an existing agency.

Thus the counselor must be prepared to privide this service hi s lf, a responsi-

bility in which the kit d and degree of his involvement wflI v._ y with the harac_er-

istics of the client being placed and the nature of the job being sought For instance

on an unskilled job in a factory or service occupation where the qualified client's

social, verb I, intellectual, and interpersonal skills might be modest, the counselor

might appropriately assume complete responsibility for selecting the jo persuading

the employer that it can be performed safely and efficiently with little or no vision,

and obtaining his agreement to fill it with a qualified blind person.

On the other hand, in the case of a professional job such as teaching or a tech-

nic& job such as computer programming, where the applicant is expected to have

rather complex job knowledge and where social communications, and intellectual

skills are crucial factors in effective job performance, the client must sell himself

by demonstrating an appropriate level of these skills dur n, an employment interview.

In this situation, the counselor's major responsibility is to facilitate the client's job

seeking effort,: by providing appropriate assistance in the following areas:

1. Overall. The counselor first explains to the client that most jobs are

obtained through contacts with acquaintances, friends, or relatives, and

he would encourage the client to thoroughly explore and fully utillze this

scarce of help in all of his job seeking endeavors.
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Locating a job. The counselor refers the client to resources which provide

rmation on available job openings such as:

a. professional journals

b. professional conventions

a. state employment se

d. private employment agencies

e. college placement cen

Civil Service Information Centers

g. and others

Obtaining an interview. Assis an( in this area would include:

coaching the client on requesting an interview by phone

helping the client to prepare an effective resume and covering letter

c. finally, and probably most effective, the counselor contacts a prospec-

tive employer, helps him to resolve questions he may have comeming

the effect of disability on job performance, and persuades him to grant

the client an interview.

LI. Effective participation in an employment interview. The counselor helps the

client to prepare for his interview with the prospective employer by:

a. exploring with the di nt his assets and liabilities in relation to the job

he is seeking

assisting him in assembling basic information on the employer tha

be used effectively during the interview

c. conducting mock interviews in which the counselor plays role of employer,

and the client the role of the applicant. These nterviews are taped and
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then analyzed and evaluated with the client. Areas to be covered

include academic performance, work experience, job knowledge,

dealing with disability, gestures, eye contact, voice, fluency,

defensiveness evasiveness, tact, and grooming.

Since ISE jabs, generally, in terms of complexity, responsibility, and training

requirements range from para-professional to beginning professional levels, the

counselor should assume greater responsibility for selling the employer on the idea of

hiring the client than he would in the case of developing a job in a professional job

such as teaching or law. Even in those Federal Agencies which have established a

well defined program of group placement, counselor involvement in the development

of specific employment opportunities is strongly encouraged. In the private sector,

ond state and local government, where the potential for employment of blind persons

as ISE's has been virtually untapped, the counselor must assume major responsibility

for identifying jobs, selling the employer, and suggesting appropriate job modifica-

tion. Since the vast majority of ISE jobs presently held by blind persons are located

in federal agencies, the procedures through which placement in this sector can be

facilitated will be emphasized.

sed in this section, the term placement will refer to all the procedures

designed to facilitate the employment of a qualified blind client on an appropriate

job. Placement would therefore include such functions as providing occupational

information, facilitating job development by selling the "abilities" of blind persons

identifying feasible jobs and working environments, and developing client's job

4 0
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seeking skills. While each of these functions may be carried ou.. by a specialist

such as a job developer or a place ent consultant, the counselor must retain basic

responsibilities for facilitating his client's vocational adjustment, which necess_..ily

includes placement and fallow-up as the final phases of the rehabilitation process.

Where such specialists are available, the counselor will make appropriate use of

their services in meeting his placerrient responsibility. Since they are not available

in most states, the counselor must implement the entire placement process himself

and it is from this perspective that the remainder of this paper will be presented.

In reaching a decision on whether or not to seek employment as an ISE in a

federal agency, the client should have the benefit of ample and accurate informa-

tion. Appropriate areas of review would include: job responsibilities job duties,

pay, working conditions, fringe benefits, training and employment procedures. The

counselor should be able to supply the client with this infor ation either directly

or more appropriately by referring him to available sources.

Civil Service, which is the central personnel agency for the Federal Govern-

ment has 65 area offices nationwide maintaining relationships with public and private

agencies concerned with the employment of the handicapped. The Selective Placement

Specialists in the Commission area offices provide information on federal e ployment

procedures (job qualifications, competitive examinations or special testing arrangements,

competitive and excepted appointing procedures), federal job vacancies and structure

or primary function of the various federal agencies in their geographical areas.

In addition, there ore 47 Job Information Centers in locations other than area
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offices, at least one in each state, which provide similar I nformatlon. A list of job

information centers, addresses, and telephone numb rs is included in the appendix, C.

Relevant inforni tion of interest to both counselor and client is contained in the

following pamphelts which are available from job information centers:

1. Civil Service Pamphlet BRE-37, "Working for the U.S.A."

2. Civil Service general guidelines for examining the physically handicapped

(test catalogue 111:FPM supplement ( t ) 936-71).

Civil Se ice Pamphlet BRE-23, "Employment of the Blind in Federal Service."

4. Civil Service "Handbook of Selective Placement and the Federal Civil Service

Employment of the Physically Handicapped, Mentally Restored, Mentally

Retarded, the Rehabilitated Offender" BRE-12, August, 1972.

5. Civil Service Pamphlet BRE-8, "Employment of Physically Handicapped."

6. Civil Service Pamphlet, BRE-57, "Blind Employees Succeeding as Job

Information Specialists," 1974.

In developing an employment opportunity for a blind client as an ISE in a federal

agency, the counselor may follow basically two appr ches: first, obtaining from

appropriate personnel in the target agency a committment to hire the client upon

successful completion of tr ining; and, second having the client accepted for evalu-

ation and trained at an appropriate training center. The first approach is preferable

because if it is successful, the client knows precisely where he will be working upon

completion of tra n ng and this is normally in a locality with which he and his fa ily
a

are familiar. This approach also permits the counselor to plan and organize more
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effective follow-up services. Wi h the second approach, the cl ent must agree to

accept placement anywhere in the United States and this usually means he will end

up in an unfa iliar locali

In implementing the direct approach, the counselor must. first a tempt to deter-

mine who he should contact in the target agency. Ideally, this would be the person

who has the authority to decide which applicant will be hired for the job in question.

The individual who should be most helpful in identifying this person is the Selective

Placement Special i t who is located in the area office. He knows his agency's man-

agars and supervisors and the available jobs, and is acquainted with those who pr vide

rehabilitation and other services to the hanLicapped. He can thus be the liaison

between the counselor and selecting official.

Ar ed with the information and suggestions provided by the Selective Placement

Specialist, a counselor would normally begin with the office manager, proceeding from

him to the staffing specialist and most impo tantly to the supervisor of the job being

sought.

Prior to cont cting any of these individuals, the counselor should meet with the

Coordinator for the Employment of the Handicapped who, as a part of his regular duties,

kas the rsponz5bflity for facilitating placc..mant of the handicapped in the agency setting

in which the desired job is located. The counselor's purpose in this meetino should be

to advise the coordinator of his objectives and elicit his cooperation However, the

counselor should in no co e assume that the coordinator will be responsible for selling

placement programs to line personnel since this is not his function nor is he as kno ledgeable
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about the capabilities of blind persons as is the counselor.

In selling appropriate personnel on a proposition that the ISE job can be safely

and efficiently performed by a qualified blind person, the counselor must be armed

with specific and persuasive answers to expressed or i plicit objections such as the

following

1. Co orkers feel that blind persons will get special favors and will not carry

their full workload.

2. Supervisors may feel that blind persons a e a liability. They may feel that

blind persons are time consuming to train, not fully productive, require job

modification, and are difficult to fire; that blind persons lack general coping

skills, and may not be able to get to and from work on time, that they will

not dress appropriately; that they cannot get around the office or find their

way to the restrooms and cafeteria; and that they will need readers.

Throughout the interview, as appropriate, the counselor must introduce positive

evidence in the following areas:

1. the advantages of hiring the blind: emphasize steadiness, loyalty and depend-

ability.

2. past accomplishments and potential skills of blind workers: Use success s o ies

from similar jobs, i.e., Taxpayer Service Representatives at the Internal

Revenue Service, Telephone Service Representatives at the Social Security

Administration, and Job Information Specialists at Civil Service Information

Centers.
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transportation and mobilu y skills of blind persons.

4. blind perso co munication skills.

review of the major tasks of the job in the context of the blind appl cant's

ability to perform.

6. the agency's follow-up servkes, i.e.,supplementation of management exper-

tise in counseling dispute-handling, job reengineering, consultation for

training programs and termination assistance.

how the blind person functioned in past educatl on and training programs:

Did he use a reader, braille writer, slate and stylist, tape recorders, regular

typewriter or other devices?

To supplement the foregoing presentation, the counselor should suggest survey

or on-lite job review which will afford him an opportunity to strengthen employer

acceptance by:

1. demonstrating adaptive devices.

surveying the physical environment for architectu :1 barriers.

being sensitive to the personality projected by the work unit11

4. _uggesting procedures for job restructuring and demo-- -rating how the proposed

change can lead to increased productivity.

When the counselor has successfully persuaded approprIate agency personnel,

1 Sensitivity to the "unit personality refers to the counselor's awareness of the
interaction of the total physical and pyschological environment of the work unit for
the purpcee of selective placement of blind clients.
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e pecially the hiring officer and supervisor, that the ISE job can be performed safely

and efficiently with little or no vision, he shoulrl obtain a commitment to fill the job

with a qualified blind person. He should then arrange an interview for his client,

indicating that if the employer finds him acceptable, the client will request a com-

mitment to hire upon succes ful completion of training.

The counselor will help the client to develop a resume and prepare for effective

participation in the interview by implementing the steps previously listed. For a more

detailed presentation of these procedures see Chapter II "Placement in Professional

and Technical Occupatio Comr nunit Concern, by the

Eleventh Institute on Rehabilitation Services, U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare Rehabilitation Services Administration.

The second approach to placement, as noted above, involves having the client

make application for evaluation and training with one of the training centers listed

in the appendix, B. After the client has successfully finished training and met all

requirements for employment, he is assigned to a job .ocation by someone designated

by the employing agency to work with the training centers in placing qualified grad-

uates.

Before electing placement by the training facility as opposed to a prior employer

com itment, the client must be certain that both he and his family are willing and

able to move to any city in the country in which on opening becomes available upon

completion of training.
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Regardless of how a blind client obtains employment with a federal agency,

there are two basic Civil Service procedures through which hiring may be imple-

mented. The first of these, known as Competetive Appointment, requires either

that the applicant take and pass a prescribed examination or on some jobs, that he

simply be rated on the basis of training, experience, and education. In the case

of the Taxpayer Service Representative, for instance, the examinatian would be

the Junior Federal Assistant Examination. If a blind appl cant is required to take

a test, Civil Service will furnish a reader and allow the blind applicant to use slate

and stylist and other computational devices. The blind applicant is not allowed to

furnish his own reader. Applicants who moke a satisfactory grade on the exa ination

are placed on the federal register and they become known as "ellgibles." It is from

this list that the hiring agency selects specIfic individuals for employment. There

are advantages to this kind of appointment, and it is the recommended route for a

blind person to follow, whether he is placed through the procedures outlined above

or obtains a job on his own without placement assistance.

The second Civil Service procedure through which a blind person may enter

federal employment is known as an Excepted Appointment. This is a procedure

through which blind and other severely disabled persons may be hired without the

necessity of taking a competitive examination. For a detailed description of how the

client may obtain an Excepted Appointment, see The Handbook of Selective Olacement

in Federal Civil Service Employment U.S. Civil Service Commission.

"If the client is a ve eran, he may qualify for additional points on his examin ion
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score. In any case, the best procedure for him in 5ekIn9 Fodercil mploymont is to

locate the Veterans Federal Employment Representative, there is one such epresenta-

tive in each of the 10 Regional Offices, addresses for which can be found in the appen-

dix, D.

As a final conside ation, it seems especially appropriate to suggest the possibility .

af developing group placement procedures at state and local levels, using the approach

that hos worked so well with federal agencies. Initiation of such a program would

require that the director of the state agency for the blind or someone designated by him

contact the heads of appropriate state agencies such as Health, Employment Security,

Education, Finance, and obtain their agreement to hire a specified number of qualified

blind persons as ISE's which the agency for the blind would agree to train. Funding for

this program could be obtained through an expansion grant, or client service monies in

the group training provisions specified in the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. For further

information on such a program write to Dr. Douglas MacFarland, Director, Office for

the Blind and Visu lly Handicapped, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Washingt n D.C.

Job Readiness Criteria

A final verification of his job readiness should be m-ade if the client h being trained

off the job. This assessment would normally be made by the counselor upon completion

of training. If the client is to receive on-the-job training, evaluation of his readiness

would be made prior to the time he reports for training. Assessment of readiness is

typically directed toward the following areas of functioning: physical psychological,
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social, and vocational, using data from medical reports, training reports, observo-

tions, and interviews. In implementing this procedure, the following criteria would

be relevant:

1. physical - is the client capable of perForming oficiery over a working day

on a regular basis.

psychological - is the client's motivation and interest sufficient to give

reasonable assurance that he will persist through the normal initiation period

a point where he achieves a feeling of competence and security. Does he

seem to possess the positive self image that will be needed to deal with pos-

sible hostility from telephone callers and possible condescension from co-workers.

social - does he have the interpersonal skills that will be needed to develop a

facilit tive relationship with his associates in the office. Tact, empathy, and

good verbal communications will be needed to obtain the occasional help he

will require without seeming to impose on his collegues. He must also be

diplomatic in getting the office staff to allow him to do those things of which

they think him incapable.

4. vocational - is his job knowledge satisfactory, are his mobility skills sufficient

to ensure safe travel throughout the work environment; is h6 proficiency in

braille, typing, and use of the Opticon sufficient to meet requirements of the

job.

Follow-Up

The counselor's responsibility for facilitatIng the clients vocational adjustment does
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not terminate with job placement. Areas of concern to which the counselor should

remain alert during the client's post -e ployrnent experience include the followin

1. participation of the rehabilitation staff in the provision of supportive ser-

vices if needed to further the development of the client.

2. the employer's evaluation oF client performance on the job.

client response to the provision of services following job placement.

4, the client's educational progress, adjustment to the job, and upward

mobil i ty

It follows that no vocational rehabilitation program is complete without an

organized plan for placement follow-up to insure mutual employer and client satis-

faction. In actual practice however, the area of follow-up has been frequently

neglected because of:

1. nature of case closures

2. geographic relocation of clients

lack of clearly defined responsibility

Folio p is a process rather than an event that occurs at a particular time. In

the absence of a well organized plan for imple enting the follow-up process the client

may be placed on a job with a minimum of attention and instruction, expected to make

his own adjustments, and learn about rules, regulations, and customs from other employ-

ees. Discouragement and disappointment often follow, with the result that the individual

may leave the job. Areas of possible need which should be considered in a follow-up

plan include:
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1 assisting the blind employee in IdentiFyIng resources for the brad ling and taping

of required materials.

2 assisting the blind employee in becoming oriented and mobile within a new work

setting if the employee is relocated because of job transfer or promotion.

assisting new supervisory personnel in understanding blindness and the training

needs of the blind employee for job upgrading.

assisting the blind employee in understanding new devices in the field that may

enhance his ability to sustain employment or achieve upgrading.

There are also a myriad of vocationally related problems which play a major role in

determining a client's successful retention c his job. These may include transportation,

housing, family, medical or dental problems, pending legal actions, and others which

may have been present during ISE mining.

Since ISE's may be located anywhere across the country, it may be necessary for the

sponsoring counselor to arrange, in advance, support services for a client with the

receiving state agency. Simultaneously, the sponsoring counselor should notify the

employer of the change in rehabilitation counselors. Information forwarded to the new

counselor should include: appropriate medical information, training reports, date and

mode of arrival, etc. No matter how good the training program, it cannot fully duplicate

conditions which the individual will experience in an actual job situation. The greatest

challenge to the individual comes when he has to compete on his own to maintain himself

in the labor market.

5 1
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Follow-up, particularly in its initial stages should not be just a system of checks

for repo ting purposes but also an opportunity to identify problems which, after job

placement, may threaten the blind person's tenure on the job. It should continue for

period of time until the employee has stabilized on the joband he, (and in some

situations, the employer ) and the rehabilitation staff member agree that no further

follow-up is required.

Follow-up with both e ployee and employer can provide nforrnoton that may

be used for constructive revision of existing programs with resulting improvement in

client preparation, ISE training and training in other telecommunIcations occupations.

While certain follow-up responsibility can be discharged by phone and questionairre,

personal contact with both client and employer is the perferred method, particularly

in the early stages of employment. During the initial contact, client and counselor

should discuss the need for future follow-up and they should try to reach at least a

tenative agreement on the nature and purpose of desired services.

Early folio -up may identify problems which woJd ordinarily go unnoticed in

training, but which may be come magnified in the employer's eyes, under the more

demanding conditions of a competitive work environment. With evaluation and feed-

back from the employer and observations by the placement specialist durin llo -up,

these problems can be pinpointed, and either resolved on the job or if such an immediate

solution is not possible, they can be dealt with in counseling. The extent and duration

of follow-up contacts are determined by many factors including geographic distance, the

client's needs, and the demands on the counselor's time. The important thing to keep in
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mind is that these contacts can be crucial in retaining a job that required con-

siderable effort to develop.

Finally a bonus for the counselor in follow-up is the fact that it provides an

opportunity to further explore and hopefully develop, additional job opportunities.
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Introduction

It is extremely clear that there is an ever-increasing number of openings for

blind persons in information service expediting with the federal government. There

appears to be a sim ilar potential for employment in state and local government and

in private business. U nfortunately, the discovery and development of jabs in these

latter sectors have been sic) er and less productive. It seems certain, however,

that these areas will offer an even greater potential for future development. At

the stat level , bl ind persons c u d be employed as service expedlters in state tax

departments, protection divisions nd state infor ation bureaus.

Opportuni ties in business and industry hove scarcely been explored. However,

the potential f r ernplayrnent is apparent. At present, there are slowly increasing

numbers of companies throughout the c ountry employing blind persons as information

servce expediters (ISE's). For instance, a nation-wide corporation recently hired

tal ly bl ind young rman as a dispatcher and customer relations person. Using a

light probe and a call director, he answers telephone calls from individuals who

want to rent particular machInes, to learn costs af various equipment, to obtain

advice about minor malfunctions and in some instances, how to do small repairs.

If the cu t mer wa ts to rent equipment or has a machine which needs repair, a

calesrmn r te.hn!!ar is dizp tched by radio. A trained, ulfiod blind person

would toe a definite asset in any comparable situation with a variety of cornpanie5

throughout th country.

There are numerous opportunities in such job areas as customer servIce offices
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ii department stores, large chain hotel and motel reservation services, taxicab

dispatching and appliance repair centers. The list could go on to include many

more places of business, but this is unnecessary; individual imagination and cre-

ativity will bring them to mind.

This chapter wil I present- an estimate of future employment potential for blind

ISE's in the following are

F ederal

State and local

Tel ecommunicatians

Business and industry

Related occupations

Empl yment in Federal Agencies

As noted in Chapter One, the largest proportion of blind ISE's is currently

found within the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Social Security Administration

(SSA), and the U.S. Civil Service Commission (CSC). The Veterans Administration

(VA) currently has 4 blind Veterans Claim Service Representatives. They provide

information by telephone to veterans who are inquiring about benefits available

under the vario,js v A iyrani is just now getting under way

and the first training course, inv lying 10 people, was held in Chicago in December,

1974. It is too early, of coursa, to estimate how many jobs may eventually be

available to the blind within this agency. However, since there are some 1900

jobs of this type within the VA, it should be possible to employ a substantial number
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of both blinded veterans and civilians as ISE's once the VA program becomes

fully operational.

The fo egoing data would seem to indicate that for some time to come place-

ment potential within the four federal prcrarns will remain high, so long as state

agencies for the blind continue to supply clients wIth good native ability and

adequate vocation I readiness skills. In future training programs, these skills

y have to be broadened beyond their cur ent levels if the ISE is to be able to

function adequately at his or her job.

There is no doubt that the electronic co outer with its widely scattered term

inols s increasingly being used for the storage and retrieval of large blocks of

information. This fact has not escaped the attention of either the CSC or the IRS.

Both of these organizations are studying the possibility of using the computer as

part of their information service programs. A computer system would make it pos

sible for a blind Information Spec alist with a Civil Service Job Infor ation Center

to provide informatIon on the availability of fobs at various grade levels, and the

examinations which would have to be taken in order to qualify for such jobs. The

IRS is considering the use of computer techniques both in providing more and better

information to the public and also as a means to build career ladders within IRS

blind Taxpay er Sereice Representatives. These careers might include such

occupatIons as computer programmer, account adjuster, and auditor. Neither the

VA nor t-he SSA h ve plans at this time to fully computerize the information avail-

able to the public at their local offices. However, at some point in the future,

computerization may become a reality for SSA. Advancing computerization wi II
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mean that training programs will have to include opportunities for candidates to

learn how to use new tools. Both the CSC and the IRS are presently studying braille

embossing equipm -nt in order to determine if this medium would make it pas__ ible

for +ie blind ISE to carry a normal share of the workload and to perform all the duties

normally expected of a sighted employee performing the same job. However, since

items like braille embossing equipment with consoles linking the user to the compu-

ter are sophIsticated, to say the least, the blind individual should be fanililar with

this equipment when he or she begins a new j b. It is difficult enough to obsorb

the duties and activities required in the work itself, let alone the proble- which

can occur in learning how to operate and make full use of such equipment at the

same time.

Preliminary investigations demonstrate that in addition to IRS, SSA, and CSC,

several other federal agencies might be able to employ qualified blind people within

similar job categories. In one of the member banks of the Federal Reserve System

two sighted people presently are employed on a p t-time basis. They ans In-

quiries by the public about securities and bonds issued through this office, provide

information concerning the basic makeup of the Federal Reserve System and its

r I tionship as the fiscal agent for the Treasury Department, and supply data upon

reque t concerning current rates of interest being paid on securities which are for

sale. This is a small branch bank and it is quite likely that among 35 other member

banks, many of which are much larger, there w uld be a need for full-ti e ISE's.

There appears to be no reason why a qualified blind pemon could not be trained to

handle the duties of this job. The Federal Rese e System might well warrant further
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exploration. It is appropriate to state cit this point that the phrase Federal Reserve

5 en" is misleading, in that bank empioyees do not have federal civil service

status. However, since the system is so closely tied to the federal government, it

was felt pertinent to this section.

An in-depth study should be made of the Federal Information Center of General

Services Administration, as a potential source of employment for blind ISE's. Thi Y-

seven offices exist. The centers provide basic information about the federal government

and, when necessary, refer inquirers to appropriate federal agencies. Most of the

information is dispensed by telephone or over the countee. Approximately 45 percent

of inquiries are handled by phone and the remainder are handled in face to face con-

ts. Few requests a e answered by moi I. There are at least 3 ISE's in each of the

37 Federal Information Center offices.

Contacts were made with both the Regional and Baltimore area offices of the

Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor. The Regional office

dispenses most of its information through releases to the media. However, it serves

as a referral source to the other agencies within the Department of Labor and some

of this is done by telephone. In the Baltimore area office considerably more ele-

phone work is done; however, the manager indicated that personnel within this

office are also required to do other clerical chores. It appears that this division of

the Labor Department might be able to employ blind persons. The division is con-

sidering the creation of ISE positions within its structure. These would be full-time

slots and would eliminate the problems sometimes caused by the assignment of other

clerical duties. No target date has been set for the inclusion of these positions;

however, these Facts should be borne in mind for fu ure reference. The Wage and

Hour Division warrants a closer look on the part of r habilitation workers for the bl ind
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It appears that throughout most of the U.S. Dep r ment of Labor -- partic-

ularly in the Labor Management Services Administrati n Manpower Administration,

and Occupational Safety and Health Administration -- some time is spent on the

telephone providing information to the public. However, those who do the tele-

phone work usually have other clerical dutie ci W-Ich they must uttend. Only

the Wage and Hour Division and the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion have area offices. All other administrations mentioled have offices at regional

level17, with area representatives who report back to their respective regions.

Within the Regional offices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 75 percent of the

work is done by telephone. However, this agency is very specialized and is manned

in ench Regional office by at least t- o economists and a secretary. In this particular

bureau it would be necess Ty, of course to re er or reco- mend college graduates

with mi jars in statistics and economics.

The Labor Department has information offices in each region where approximately

50 percent of the work is done by telephone. Here again, those assigned ta the phones

are also required to perform other duties. So, it ca at be said categorically that

some kind of notional program could be developed within the Labor Department, for

the employm nt of blind expediters, without considerable adoption being made within

the various administrations.

A great deal of infor ation is given out within these various ixganizations, but

each wouid have to be cont cted separately in order to determine its willingness to

reorganize to the point where the blind ISE could either work full-time in that capacity
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or handle some of the clerical duties which otherwise might be involved. Some

partially seeing clients could handle these types of jobs without too much adapta-

tion.

The Basic Educational Opportunities Grants Program, administered by the Office

of Education, should be explored. Their clerical staff handles approximately 250

phone calls a day, crnswering such questions as who is eligible for grants, how does

one apply, what mney poyments ore available, what is the duration of grants, etc.

In cases where an immediate response cannot be made by telephone, levers are sent

by the magcard te hnique of putting together stock paragraphs. The agency also

handles over 400 letter inquiries per week, again using rnagcards to insert appropriate

material. Blind persons c n function adequately with magcard typewrfterz, so it

would appear that in this situation the qualified individual could serve both as an

ISE and a word processor. It is true that this particular Office of Education program

is small (presently employing only 46 pe n ); however, it may be a source of jobs

for blind people in the Washington, D.C. area.

The Immigration Service should be examined for its potential as an employer

of blind persons, although it does not seem at this time that any kind of national

program could be developed. However, if counselors contact these offices on an

individual basis, they might be successful in finding an ISE position for a ell-

qualified blind person. These offices provide l rge amounts of information, by

telephone and over the counter, to individuals who have questions regarding the

immigration la the procedures which must be followed in bringing relatives into

the U.S. from other countries, and the steps which must be taken in applying for

6 1
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citizenship, etc. It does not appear that there would be too much difficulty in

training a blind individual to function in this capacity. However, in the district

office contacted, these same individuals were used to check applications, read

legal documents and check rules concerning the status of a particular applicant

in terms of problems or needs. In these instances, there is considerable reading

to be done. This is one factor which mu t be taken into zonsideration for most

federal information jobs. There are times wben the ISE must refer to federal man-

uals of other agencies in order to locate the answers to inquiries made of them.

How extensive this library is, and how difficult it would be to convert the material

it holds either to cassettes, braille or large print was not determined. However,

it does exist as one of the key factors in the feasIbility of locating employment for

qualified blind persons in these centers.

The SSA the IRS, and the CSC have all indicated that attempts will continue

to be made to establish promotional opportunities within their programs to make it

possible for those blind persons who are qualified to be upgraded into more respon-

sible positions. This fact itself, of course, will allow the absorption of more blind

persons as ISE's. Also, bearing in mind that the VA's program is still in its infancy

and that there are large numbers of positions around the country which seem to be

suitable for the employment of blind ISE's, it appears safe to say that in the forc-

eable future there will continue to be opportunities for qualified blind persons

within these four programs. There a e, in addition to these other federal agencies

that might employ blind ISE's. The challenge to rehabilitation workers will be to

ferret out positions in this job category where er they exist and to assure that
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applicants are well trained and have all the vocational readiness skills required to

do the work involved.

State and Loud Governments

Infer orlon for this section was gathered primarily through the use of a ques-

tionnaire. The personnel departments of the 50 st tes, the 50 largest cities in the

United States, and the 50 largest cities in a p pulous Midwestern 5tate were sur-

veyed. Responses were received from 28 states, 27 of the largest cities in the

United States, and 15 of the largest cities in the Midwes ern state.

The term "Information riice Expedi e." appears to be unfamiliar to mo t

personnel supe- It is confused and used inter km eably wi h Public Rela-

tions Specialist, Interviewer, Information Officer, Information Specialist, and

Public lnFormation Officer. One of the problems in promoting employment will be

to popularize the term and to associate the right meaning with it. Rel tively tew

opportunities appear to be available in small cities, if opportunities are to be

developed they will be associated with the City Hall in general rather than a

Pa cular subdivision of the government. The positio%1 may be connected with the

Mayor's off ce or sonic similar of ice.

Employment at the state level offers considerable encoura9ement. Thf. ajor-

ity of states already have positions very similar to the ISE. Only minor modiFIcatIons

would be needed. Most of the agencies within the state government are large enough

to support one or more specialists. Typical agencies which m y be cited as logical

locations for such employment cover the entire garnut of go ern ent. They are:
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Economic Security, Transportation Game and Fish, Education a d Health, Social

Service, State Laboratory, Highways, Agriculture, Comma ce, Corrections, Econ-

omics and Corrimunty Development, Envir n ental Protection, Finance, Industrial

Relations, Liquor Control Mental Health and Retardation Natu al Resources, Wel-

fare, Parks, Recreation and Forestry, Military, Employment Si:curity, Franchise Tax

Board, State Co p roller's Office, Utilities Commission, Museums, Wa er Resources,

and Highway Patrol. Virtually all state departments are logical potential employers.

The prospect for employment in large cities is good but not as positive as the

state government. Half of the cities responding to the questionnaire indicate that

ady hire persons in this or similar positions. They are located in the Office

of the City Representative, Office of the City Manager, Mayor's Office of Infor-

mation and Co plaints, Mayor's Citizen Service Bureau Department of Ad nis-

tration, Public Infor ation Office, Public Works Office, Fire Deportment,

Parks and Recreation, City Library, Auditor's Office, Model Cities, and Urban

Development I Commission.

Special equipment used in this position varies from none to very complicated

associated with printing and advertising. The most commonly cited articles

of equipment include: video tapes, cameras, tape recorders xerox, radio equip-

ment, projectors, and serrne lectronic media. However, the job descriptions from

most of the states do not indicate that functional knowledge of all of this equipment

is necessary. The ability to use a typew iter, telephone, simple two ay radios,

and possibly a slide projector would be adequate in mo t instances. The primary

success in this job depends more upon knowledge of the agency, ability to corn-
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muni cote orally or in writing, and abilty to get along wi.Th people, rather than the

ability to handle technical equipment. The smaller Ole agency, the wider the scope

of technical equipment the person may be called upon to use. Major agencies often

have specialists to handle the technical equipment.

Salary for this position is good in both the s ate and large city governments.

The large cities pay, in general, somewhat more than the state governments. In

1974 annual salarIes in state go ernment ranged from a min mum of $5,800 to

$15,896. The salary in the largest cities ranged from a low of $3.07 per hour to

$24,264 per year. A relatively high porcent ge of the large cities paid $15,000

per year or more.

The number of people currently employed in this position at either the state or

government levels is minimal. Nevertheless, there was very little negative

reaction to the suggestion that blind people might be used. One respondent indi-

cated That it would not be feasible to consider a blind person if any special equip-

ment were necessary. The most common fear expressed was that connected with

special equipment or the inability to keep the person busy. The larger cities promised

hope for employment in most city departments where questions have to be answered

over the telephone. The state personnel directors recognized the possibility of

amp! yment in virtually all agencies which serve the public.

Applicants for these positions must fulfill qualifications as listed on personnel

specifications. Competitive examination is frequently required. Some effort may

have to be exerted to induce testing agencies to allow substitutes for some knowl
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in the handling of technical equipment. Again, it must be borne in mind rh

n of ISE is commonly confused with that of the regular public re, tions person.

mailer the governmental agency, the more likely the pers n will have to be

well-known by the local politicians.

Training will have to be provided in all aspects of com unication . Some expe-

rience in public relations, journalism, or the printing medIa are commonly required.

Most agencies require a high school education plus the equivrce of two to five

years of a combination of advanced educahon and experience. Training in j urnal-

ism, English, speech, and government is essential. The prospective emp o e must

expected to acquIre thorough knowlodge of the rules and regulations

governing the agency for which he will work. This factor will often mean a thorough

knowledge of the entire governmental system, in the case of a city government. Much

of the specialized kno ledge i' learned on the job. This obstacle can be formidable

for a blind pe n when many vol mes of governmental regulations e to be studied

in the fk5t Instance. Some asistance may have to be provided and allowances m de

for getting the basic documents tape-recorded or transcribed into braille. This respon-

sibility rightfully goes to the State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency.

The survey among the cities in a Midwestern State revealed only one position

of this sort. The individual worked for all departments of the government. A number

of the persons onsweriri he questIonnaire suggested that a blind persor could be

used as a communications dispatcher or an employee in communIty relations with the

Village Mane er Public Works Administration, General Administration, or the Finance

Department.
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is large enough to have such a position, it would probably have a Civil

Service Department and the prospective employee would make application through

the appropriate personnel deportment. The specific iormotior would be obtained

through training by the present staff in the various city depc tments. The employee

w old be expect d to have good speaking ability, be a goad have a good

m mory, be fa iliar with c ty government, and have a good personality. Even in

smaller city governments, the individual is expected to have a high school education

as a minimum, with specialized post-high school courses in local government.

Experience in loc I government administration on ot least a responsible clerical

level for a minimum of two years is generally required. With some help in the in-

itial n-the-job training, a blind person should be able to master the requirements

of the job of ISE in most state and local agencies.



QUESTION tAu

Employment of Information Service E i h State and Local Govern n

'lease complete Floyd R. Cargill, CFiieff Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped

and return before Illinois Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Oct. 20, 1974 to: 227 South Seventh Street

Springfield, Illinois 62706

Do you have established positions of ;Mom-Notion service expediting, e.g.
Information Specialist, Information Service Expediter, Public Information

Representative, etc.?

A. In what departments, age cies bo e 5, etc., are these lo ed?

YES NO
amAAJim% Elm.

B. Is there a wriflen job des ription ft;),- these positi

(If yes ple se attach a copy)

C. Is there a written qualification specificotion
(If yes, please attach a copy)

D. What special equipment is used?

E. ThesalaryrangE

YES NO

YES NO

F. Are there any vavancies in these positions?

G. Are any blind people now employed ir these positions

2. In what departments, agencies and burta
a teleservice center?

3 How does a on quoUfy for emplo

uld it be

YES NO

YES NO

easible to estaa,h.

th these departrnenl



4. What I qu<IiFcaHons do you consider most essenflol fo this frb?

Wha areas of training do you consider most important in preporing a person rk

Nome
Title
Address
City &
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Business and Indust-II
_

Wth the steadily increasing use of computers and computer-related technology

in business and industry, it is increasingly important that tile counselor have a basic

knowledge of available hardware, and that, when necessary, he make the best pos-

sible technical arrangements to rna,drnize the working effectiveness of the clients he

is placing. For instance, in a credit department of a New England bank, a blind

credit investigator types for himself braille copies of applicant credit reports on on

IBM Braille Typewriter while a slave unit produces the sonic material in print for his

secretary who will use it in filling out loan application fornz. This use of available

technology is highly efficient. in the same office, information on delin-

quent accounts is directly avaIlable only from the computer. In order to make it

available to the blind employee the credit manager must read it on to a belt. If

braille terminal were installed in this office it would mace the computerized data

directly available to the blind employee . Thus enhancing the efficiency of both

his job and his manager's.

A second example of how more effective use oF technology could enhance job

efficiency is to be found in the purchasing department of a large air craft company.

Information used by a blind buyer Is made av ilable in khraille by a secretary who

obtain it from a computer print-oui an types it up on a beaille typewriter. If a

braille terminal were installed in this office, the secretary's job could be eliminated .

to processing applications in b iness and industry can best be described

by citing three general categories of data systems.

7 0
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The irnput of data to many computerized data systems requires the transcription

of wrtten data to punched cards for eventual entry to a particular computer appli-

cation. This transcription process will be replaced through the use of key entry

terminals directly coupled to computers and controlled by basic edit programs which

provide immediate error detection upon key-entering the data. Utilizing this method

of data entry, the initial source documents may be in the form of audio tapes, braille

encoded paper forms or any other form readable by a blind employee. The key entry

7.5 oition is a clerical function in most businesses.

A sec nd more complex class 31 data processing applications also involves the

entry and editing of data fr, I a terniirial, bLt io This case has specific and unique

requirements, for the e. , y o uch data depends on the predetermined conditions

f the prtcvkr oppliccition. This type of applic tion is commonly used by highly

cpclified ries or alysts. This would normally be a higher level nosition

thon the data entry clerk mentioned previously. Text editing of farm documents,

m nuals telephone directories, and books is accomplished in a similar manner.

The data entry of orders personnel information and inventory information into the

pective computer systems can also be accomplished in this manner. Hotel and

airline reservation systems carry the function of data entry and response to the

hotel/motel lobbies and airline terminals. All of these examples are of computer

cpplicctlons which could be handled by blind persons if the technology were made

available to them.

The third class of applications are those commcnly refered to as time-sharing
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applications. :hey are categor zed by their conversati n 1 or interactive qualities.

Timesharing applications characteristically are problem solving syste s normally

terminal orientated and typically directed toward the engineer or manager who needs

an immediate ans er to I specific problem or immediate status of a particular situa-

tion. Remote terminals in the office or at home allow access to time shared computers

by virtually any knowledgable person with the appropriate equipment. The actual

development of data processing application program is accomplished in this manner.

Potential in Related Occupations

The Bureau of Labor Statistics regularly develops projections of future occu

potlonal anu industry manpower requirements c7 esources. The latest projections,

1

for 1985, are of special interest. The assessrne f the industrial and ocupational

outlook ten years from now provides a framework for exploring job opportunities for

the blind in a particular career area -- information service expediting.

Several significant departures from post trends are suggested by the Bureau's

projections of the economy to -;i85. Perhaps the most important is the slowdown in

econ mic growth projected to occur beginning in the late 1970's. The anticipated

downturn will be caused in part by the sharply declining U.S. birth rate. This will

show up in a smaller number of new entrants intothe labor force toward the end of

the 1970's and will mean a slowdown in the projected increas the production -f

goods and services.

1 The Bureau has developed detailed projections of labor fo,ce, employment,
productivity, and gross national product. For a summary of these projections to

1985, and an explanation of the assumptions and methodology upon which they

are based, see BLS Bulletin 1809, The U.S. Economy in 1985 (Washington, D.C.,
1974).
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The reduction in the growth rate has implications for the entire economy. It

will present major problems in achieving a balanced transition from a higher to a

lower sustainable growth rate. Business will have to be much more critical in

develop:rig long-range marketing, investment and staffing plans, avoiding depen-

dence on past trends. Government will have to deal with a slackening in the growth

of revenues, resulting in increased pressure on budgets. Mile the demand for

governmental functions may be dampened somewhat as a result of slower growth in

the 1 bar force and economic activity, the situation nonetheless will require a

more critical evaluation of priorities at all levels of government.

Despite the anticipated slowdown in economic growth, most long-term trends

in industrial and occupational employment patterns ore expected to continue over

the next decade. Industries providing services will continue to offer more job

opportunities than goods-producing industries. And employment will continue to

xpand more rapidly in white-coll r jobs than in blue-collar ones.

These overall trends mask certain changes which are likely to occur in the mix

of jobs. By 1985, the employment is likely to increase in some occupations and

decrease in others because of variation in growth rates among industries. The level

of employment also will be affected by shifts in staffing needs due to technological

change, changes in organization or procedures, and the introduction of new products

or services. For example, widespread use of the computer has created jobs for pro-

grammers, systems analysts, and computer operators, but at the same time it has

contributed to the decline in relative importance of payroll and inventory clerks and

bookkeeping workers. 73
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Projected changes in industry employment. Generally speaking, tomo ro

industry patterns d termine tomo 's jobs. The Bur u's projections for 1985

's

show a steadily increasing proportion of the workforce in service activities. By

1985, more than 70 percent of all workers will be providing services. They will

have jobs in trade, transportation and utilities, finance, insurance, and real

estate, government, duccti.n, health care, business services, personal services,

and entertainment. Fewer than 3 of every 10 per5ons will be worldng in goods-

producing industries: mining, manufacturing, contract construction, and farming.

This reflects a continuation of employment shifts taking place since World War 11,

Future employment growth will vary widely by industry. Pronounced employ-

nt increases are xpected in services, in government, and in finance, insurance,

and real estate. Growth to 1985 is projected to b3 much more moderate in trade,

transportation and utilities, m nufacturing, and construction.

within the fast-growing service sector, particularly s ong growth is expected

in medical and health services, in business services such os advertising credit

collection, and duplicating in leg I services, and in hotels and motels Very

few sexton of the economy will experience employment growth as rapid as these

over the next decade. By contrast, the large educational services indus - which

includes teaching at all levels and educational support services - is projected to

show very little growth through 1985 a reflection of changing enrollment patterns

due primarily to lower birth rates.

7
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State and local gover'rient is expected toprovide about 5 million new jobs

by 1985. Alth uoh this number indicates substantial growth, it represents a slo

down compared with the 1960'5, and is due primarily to reduced needs in publi-

education, where about half of all state and I cal government jobs are found.

Fcderal ernploynient is projected to rise modestly through 1985.

Finance, insurance, and real estate constitute the smallest of the fast-growing

indu try divisions Since 1960, employment has grown especially rapidly in banks,

in credit agencies, and among security and co modify brokers deal en, exchanges,

and services. Job growth in finance insurance, and real estate is expected to

increase substantially over the next ten year. as population grows, business activity

increases, and personal incomes rise.

Projected changes in accypational _emplornent. Of primary interest are the

Bureau's projections of occupational opportunities. Total employment is expected

to increose by about 24 percent between 1972 and 1985, from 81.7 million to

101.5 million. An increase of about 37 percent is expected for white-collar and

only 15 percent for blue-collar jobs. ISE's usually are clerical workers, and as

such are part of the rapidly-growing white-collar group. The longferrn shift toward

white-collar jobs i s one of the most significant features of the U.S. occupational

structure VVilite-collor workers (professional, mchnical, clerical, sales, and

managerial personnel) made up less than 20 percent of all workers in 1900, bu

pected to account for more than half of the total by 1985.

The outlook for clerical workers. Over the next decade, employ e in
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clerical jobs is expected to grow fas er than total employment, rising to almost 20

million in 1985 from over 14 million in 1972. Among the major occupational groups,

only professional and technical workers are expected to have a faster growth rate.

(See table 1) Nevertheless, overall gro th in clerical occupations is likely to be

slower in the future than it was during the 1960's. The rate of employment growth

is expected to slow after 1980 because of a projected slowdown in the rate of growth

f trade and manufacturing, industries which together employed about one-third of

all clerical workers in the early 1970s.

Workers in clerical jobs have a wide variety of skills and experience. They

include highly skilled title searchers in real estate firms and execut ve secretaries

in business offices as well as ielatively unskilled messengers and file clerks. De-

spite the diversity of jobs and duties, much clerical employment is concentrated in

just a few familiar jobs. Roughly three out of five clerical workers are secretaries,

typists, receptionists, office machine operators, bookkeepers, stock clerks, or

cashiers.

Clerical employment is expected to be greatly affected by changing technol-

ogy. The more widespread use of computer neW offi e equipment, and commu-

n cation devices is expect d to retard the gro th of employment for some occupations

and Increase it for others. As more firms use computers and business machines,

routine clerical jobs such as payroll, stock, bank, and file clerks may be reduced

or eliminated. However, as work is shifted from clerks to machines, new jobs will

be created for machine operators, particularly in large firms.

76
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Not all clerical workers, however, will be affected by technology. Secre-

taries, stenographers receptionists and others whose tasks involve contact with

the public should not be greatly affected. Indeed, employment opportunities in

the clerical field probably will be best for secretaries and others whose jobs cannot

be handled by machin s Information service expediters share this advantage, for

their work, too, involves contact with the public and success on the job requires

such qualities as judgment, initiative, and poise.

Data problems preclude a projection of anticipcted employment requirements

for ISE's. Estimates of the number of people currently working GS expediters are

not available, no; 'lave projections of future requirements been developed. This

occupation is a Fairly new, and a very s:-.4call one. The occupation is not classified

as such by the Bureau of Census or the Bureau of Labor Statistics -- the two federal

tatistical agencies primarily responsible for collecting and publishing such data.

The classili- tion system introduced during the 1970 Census provides an unprece-

dented amount of occupational detail: 441 occupations are separately identified.

Although more than 40 different clerkal occupations are listed) ISE is not a ong

these job tItles Instead, persons with information dissemInation or service expedit-

ng duties arc included in employment figures For the following clerical occupations:

1 All 441 occupations in the 1970 classification system are listed on pp. x-xiv of
of U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, Classified Index of

Industries and Occupations (Washington, D.C., 1971).

2. The job titles included in each of these occupations are listed on pp. 0 5

through 0-44 of the Classified Index of Industries and Occu
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Counter clerks, except
f004.0*-re.60**OmoO.O.00doe. ..

972 mployment

329,000

Dispatchers and starters,
vehicle . ........ oo ...00** 86,000

Estimators and investigat
n.ec. 000...".** ek @a... 348,000

eptionists.e**** ........... .00. OOOOOOOOO 436 000

Net occupational openings. Although growth is a key indicator of future job

,,utlook, many jobs become available every year because of the need to replace

workers who die, retire, or leave the labor force for other reasons. For the labor

force as a whole replacement needs over the 1972-85 period ore expected to

create twice as many job openings as employment growth. Total openings arising

from occupational growth and replacement riceds will be about 61.2 million between

1972-85, of these replacement needs will total 41.4 million. Replacement of

workers who leove the labor force will be the most significant sou ce of job open-

Ings in each of the major occupational areas and accordingly, will create jobs

for ISE's.

Present d Pu ure Trends in Telecommunications

The word "telecom unications" as used in this text refers to the com unication

of information From one point ta another through the use of telephone facilities.

The transmission of information is commonly thought of as being accomplished by

voice. However, the communication of information by computer-driven streams of

data to a remote receiving terniirl device using telephone facilities is rapidly

in:Teasing. It is difficult to imagine an area of technology which has progressed

at a faster pace than that of telecommunications.

8
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The introduction of telecommunications, with the complementary development

of responsive, remotely supported terminal equipment, has answered the needs of

many btisines people in today's world of data communications. There is perhaps

no better way of explaining the present trends than to cite an example of how

pres nt technology in telecommunications, coupled with that of data processing has

affected the Bell System in the a ea of Service Order processing One of the prime

oblectives of all the companies in the Bell System is to provide custo ers with a

full range of servces to meet their growing telecom unication needs. A brief

description of a typical Service Order processing application will point out how

these ServIce requirements are met.

The initial mput is generated by the custo er wi h a call to the Telephone

Company serving his area. The necessary information is obtained through telephone

dicuIn. Then a hand-written order is prepared, using a standard format. These

orders ore collected regularly and forwarded to a nearby operator of a videodisplay

device.

The data representing this order is then transmitted over regular telephone lines

to a centralized computer installation. ThIs installation may be in the same building

s the videodisploy terminal ente ing the data or may be in another city. The

ti eliness of the order entering the computer system in either case is close to being

identic I A copy of the order is stored for future reference on a m gnetic disk and

another copy is tr nsmitted via transmission lin emote printer located in the

pany's Assignment Center.
7 9
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The Assignment Center assigns appropriate central office equipment and provides

telephone cable informaflon to assist in the eventual rendering of the requested ser-

vice. Copies of this addended paper order are then distributed to the appropriate

employees to carry out the actual provision of service to the cLJ$t b doe$

not, however, end here.

Feedback is required as to the actual provision of service. The customer may

change his mind as to the type of equipment or type of service initially requested..

Although these may be minor changes, they may necessitate a change in billing or

other critical service records. These changes are relayed to a completion bureau,

which has a copy of the addended paper order. Notation of the changes are made

and forwarded to an operator of a nearby videodisplay termInal. Inquiry is made

from the ter inal to the central computer requesting the retrieval of the ot;ginal

serv ce order from the magnetic disk. The order is displayed on the videodisplay

terminal and any alterations to the order are performed here to reflect the actual

completed status of the service provided to the customer. The completed service

order is then output From the computer to be entered as ;moo to succeding

operations. A copy of the resulting status of the customer's service is also trans itted

to various locations within the Company to accommodate directory listing, repair

bureaus, and subsequent business office requests by the cmtomer tar changes in

service.

This process is currently established in many Bell System Ope

Reliance on the ability to telecommunicate data from reMOte work lo

8 0
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central computer sites has allowed for quicker and more reliable service to the

customer. A continuing effort made to increase the efficleicy of the job through

newly developed methods such as those mentioned above. Specifically, the Assign-

ment Center function mentioned above is currently beingFmechanized to include

interrogation of cable facility records and central office equipment availability

for assignment prior to the transmission of the servIce order to ile computer center

for storage on disk. Repair seivices are being expedited by designing methods which

will gIve access to the customer's record by eons of a videodisplay terminal.

Directory Assistance operators may be able to inquire of a person's telephone num-

ber by using a videodisplay terminal instead of the conventional telephone book.

Employees' work reports and time records can be input to a computerized system via

a CRT to facilitate preparation of the payroll and gather useful job performance

statistIcs. All of these examples and many more ore currently be g carried out or

are planned to be accomplished in the near future by companies in the Bell System.

The centralization of information in the form of data bases housed on magnetic

disks and the deceniTal z tion of the users requesting that informat on, are definite

current trends in business. Job functions similar to those cited in the examples above

are present in many corporations.

By providing remotely located terminal facilities many more companies become

potential employers of blind people. However, this need may require the provision

of special equipment capable of satisfying the needs of these employees, such as the

Braille Embosser and the Opticon. The important thing to notice is the increased



application of t. lecom unicati -croputer nd terminal facilities to

accomplish the overall objective of beW tervioe.

The telecommunications and compt-Iter i vidustries have made gre t strides.

FL. twe systems may rely on VOic8 recogilit on and audio response techniques more

thor on the key entry or visual technioto oi today. The telephone itself may be

used as a data terminal in the home for sjch things s catalog ordering, banking

credit verification and co plex calculatiorts, The future trend of telecommunications

is limited only by one s imagination.
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Table 1

Employment by major occupational group, 1972 and projected 1980 and 1985

(in thousands)

Occupational group 1972 1980

Total ,703 95,800 101,500

VO1 e-cotlar ,.:;,.,i,...,,r 39,092 49,300 53,700

P!afessional and technical workers 11,459 15,000 17,000

Managers crl_ ;:dministrators 8,032 10,000 10,500

Sales workers 5,354 6,300 6,500

Clerical workers 14,247 17,900 19,700

Blue-collar .-vorkers 28,576 31,800

Craft and kinJred workers 10,810 12,300

Operatives1 13,549 15,000 15,

Nonfarm laborers 4,217 4,500 4,:juu

Service workers 10,966 12,700 13,400

Private household workers 1,437 1,300 1,100

Other service workers 9,529 11,400 12,300

Farm orkers 3,069 2,000 600

1 Includes the 1970 ce.nsus classification, operatives, except transport and

equipment operatives.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Introduction

While the concepts of job modificatian and job restructuring are not nev -her

use has been p marily geared toward impr production, solving rec itrnent

problems, and developing career ladders to enhance retention and employee morale.

systematic use of these rnerhods on any large scale basis for the purpose of en-

irq employment opportunities for specific handicapped targA-.4 populations has

been sorely lacking. In fact, in most instances the emphasis has been placed on

Insuring thc. no joL modifications be made specifically far the handicapped. In

th se instance- where ma ions were necessary. training and adjustment methods

hove S 4 n used modify the handicapped worker and if such modification proved

infeasible, then alternate career choices were suggested.

With the current changes in Ameri an industry, business, and government to a d

longer, more complex, and v,re mechanized operations, the need kr skilled and

reliable workers to fun tion in these operations has increased. Moreover, recent

federal legislation has recognized a largely untouched anpowe i. e and Js

called for the establishment of Affirmative Action Programs for the Handicapped in a

larrr sector of American industry and business. These factors, coupled with the fact

that the use of sound job modification restructuring techniques frequently leads to

more efficient and effective production, make the us, of such techniques with a

handicapped population much more appealing. inus, Le present potential for

demortst ating the use of these techniques in the field of information serice expe-

diting with the blind would seem prime, and future possibilities for generalizing to

other fields for other handicapping conditions legion.
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In order to initiate a jb nod qcation program fo- handicapped, the lowing

pro,-ess, s mus- be completed. First a comprehensive job an lysis must be completed

on the !eb under study. i.e all occupationally significant i, formation about the

be collected in a orm suitable for in-depth study. Next, a specialized

application of job analysis ,s ysed to restructL e the job so as to regroup tasks into

new jobs which are more hoicrneous in terms of worker functions and traits. Par-

Hauler clernpriast-J u t bL ge on the development of rgrouped

tasks which elirnincce tasks with phv-ical requrements not possessed by the target

handicapped populct1on from as many of the new jobs as possible. Thirdly, tools,

equipment, and work aids norm Hy used on ft job should be adap he

p!iysical capabilities of ;he target population and where it is requirt nd feasible,

special hwdware should be developed to carr,pensa:.e fc..r functional imitotions of that

population as possible. Lastly, F-71 f.ecti ve job modificat n requires the ote. of design

and layout techniques to creat- as b rier-free ci w Jnm ,:nt as po4sible.

IC

Th, this chapter will deal with the following areas of concern as they relafr

iification of tF information service expedite ,.ISE) position for blind workew

a. Job Analysis

b. Job ksiirturing

c. Special Hardware

J. Work E .vironment Layout and Design

Job Analysis

In order to begin any meaningful job modification pro9ram, one must obtain

8 6



inforrnction which if, speci -- ccurate and inclusive about the position under study.

and present it in a form suitable for in-depth study. Such information can best be

obtained by a thorough review of what backgro na ir rmati on is currently c ai table

about the jobfollowed by a series of carefully executed observational intervie s

with personnel curren ly performing and/or supervising such a job. Using the occu-

pationally significant informati:1 obtained from such an effort, one earl develop a

of task descriptions co sing the job, from which he con, through careful

analysis, extract the folk ,ing necessary information:

Work fiek or the me -1 doloaies ques

for

b. The criaL, produc s, subjec.

result From the performanc of this job.

The materials, tools, equipment and work aids ud by the

worker in the performance of this job.

a The worker functions or what he worker does in relation to

data, people, and th:ngs.

e. The traits required of the worker with porl.cular tmphasis on

.;es which

the physical d

aments.

nds, environmental conditions, and te p r-

The job t eing considered in this paper is that of IE. While jobs of this

type vary in connf and structure, depending upw lizational con ent, they

are suf ciently constant ii form to permit descripli.. neral terms. A worker

-ny be ,-.onsidered an ISE if his input is a request for informat on or service and his

cy-'put is either the requested information or a trans ittal of the service request to the

8 7
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appropriate personnel. In the case of a service reoues:-, tha ISE essentially transfers

informa m from one person to another, while in rhe cse of an information rquest

he local the information, interprets it, and then informs the requester.

The level and complexitv of the job depends upon _he amount of information to

be transferred and the form n which it is stored i.e., computerized or manual

systems, etc. In any event, the counselor should plan to conduct or arrange for a

job analysis of the sp -:ific job be;n: n-7dered for modification.

Job Restructuring

tructuring my nply described as th procedir ,r rearranging the

tasks whkh make up a field of jobs with! n a system in order to produce more homo-

geneous task aro ping:5. Homogenity, of course, is a relative fcIM and its meaning

is dictated I), the pupe of the job restructuring. In general, job restructuring is

empic -.td to maximize usage of available manpower resources by creating numerous

entry-level positions and developing iniernal career ladders in the system.

prehensive methodology at job restn; . unrig was Heveloped by the

U. S. Labor in 1969
2

which requirs the uf of a job analysis as

developed in the previous sec ion. Following the analy eac" task is described

by five pa -refers. These parameters are:

1. Amount of time spe t at the task in a workday.

2. Worker functioning in relation to data, peoole, and things.

For further information see DOI Handbook for Analyzing Jobs. 1972.

2For further information see A Handbook of Job Restructurin - U.S.
Deportment of La or, Octo er, 1969.

8 8
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. The General Educational Developmen (G._D) required.

4. Aptitudes which are important to the performance of the task.

5. Other important worker traits.

The next step is to group tasks together that have a similarily in worker function

above), GED ( 3 above), and aptitudes (#4 above). From this point on, an iterative

process is used in modifying these original groupings to develop practical task

grouping_ P acticality is determined in terms of whether these '3 w jobs St in with

the pr cess flow oc the system, whether enough time is involved in the new jobs to

justify them, and whether they are arranged to provide for the desired career ladders.

For purposes of expediency and acceptance, the focus of the initial job rest

turing should be on te specific entry-level job and on the rem val and redishibuti n

of asks requiring vision. Howe\ er, to ovoid soagnation in ISE careers the job

modifier should review the broader ob system ta insure the development of career

ladders and upward mobility opportunities. Such broad,7 analysis should include all

of the usual parameters included in job restructuring such as: worker functions,

general educational development specific vocational preparation, aptitudes, etc.

For initial job restructuring, the following fac ors should be considned. In the

case of the ISE position in which inforn-ation location an rteTretatioI1 are essential,

storage methods must be scrutinized. A particula,-ly difficult problem arises when a

visual requirement exists at the stage of the request to the ISE or when the ISE must

output c sponse. In this case, the task cannot usually be reassigned to another

person without destroying the process flow of the contextual system and producing time

inefficiencies. Unless the font; of the input can be altered or special hardware used,

89
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visual quirement at this point will usually necessitate abandoning the ico Rossi-.

lot kty . Such modifications generally require substan commitment on the part of

the prospective employer to make the lob a xessible to the blind. A situ tion

occurred in which the head of a department within a large government contracting

firm was very enthusiastic about hiring a young me . who was blind as an ISE within

his department. The problem was that the input to the position consi ted of requests

for infomation in computer printout form. To resolve the difficulty, two things were

required: the printout would have to be roduced roW, along with the print

copy, on_i becriuse the volume of print was mas - and the quantity

ratio of braille to print was 12:1, a reduction in data \Neeld be required to make the

amount of braille realistic. This was in fact achieved through computer program

techniques, but only because the departmenl head and job modifier were able to

game' enough enthusiasm in the computer center.

When the visur I rece`-ement is not at the input or output end, however, task re-

assignments can work well. Here, it is important that the analyst be conservative

when d

;1 are extreme increa,es in the lme !i .akes to do a visual task in a non-

visuol manner, the task should probably be considered for reassign ent. An example

of how tasL e Jssigning may put a ficai ISE position within the capabilities of the

blind will now be sho n The ISE positirm is that of diptcher clerk in the

T nsportation Departmen of a medium sized (350 bed) meropol tan hospital. There

ate two clerk dispatcher positions within the department. Thoy receive telephone

requests for service and assign these service calls to the transporters. The service

ask that normally would be visual can be done in an alternate

calls are logged as they come in, awaiting the availability of a transporter. Several

9 0
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assignments are given to each transporter at a time, with the physical proximity of

ane call to another serving as the basis for their grouping. There are two main tasks

here, that of receiving and recording the calls and then grouping them and assigning

The firi task essentially involves wrting, while the second is basically a

zg function A blind person could handle the first task with a typewriter, but

" thc second Duld require that he record e mformation of the First

in boP'l broii re are two problems with this latter course of action.

Frt additional time is required to do the recording in both forms. Second, even

wits he information existing in both bra Ile and print, it is c-,-siderably more time

consuming for the blind person to scan the data in braille, then group it, and assign

it. This problem is easily resolved, ho ever, ,y placing the blind dispatcher in

charge uf receiving and recording all the calls and having another dispatcher respon-

sible for grouping and assigning the calls.

Special Hardare

In general, this special portion of the process of modifying jobs for the handi-

capped will of necessity have to be geared quitc- specifically to a particular disabled

population and the specific limitations an ; nal deficits involved. :t should

be noted however, that frequently items of equ p ent redesigned or designee; for the

first time may have utility for improving the functioning of a broader population.

The first stage of this process involves the review of the usual machines tools,

equipment, and work aids employed by a worker an this job. This ieview is necessaiy

to determine whether some modification of these items wi'l k required in orde to
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allow for their use, given the limitations of the target populations. If such modi-

fications are necessary, they must then be made. Considerable ingenu ty and

creativity is required of the job modifier at this stage and frequently an effective

technique for dealing with this problem is to impose he same functional limitations

on a seasoned work r and then experiment to determine how he or she could operate

the item if same modifications were made.

The next staae of this process includes the study and analysis of those tasks in

the revised job which still require a worker trait (physical de nd) not possessed by

most members of the target population . is then the task of the job modifier to

design jigs, tools, wod< aids, etc. which will allow the handica ped worker to

perform this task

Whi le jobs in the information service expediting field include both manual and

automated systems forms, the trend is toward automated systems; and s nce the auto-

mated jobs have the most equipment considerations, this section will be oriented

toward tho.e jobs which have an interactive computer system Forms usually have to

be made out or records checked reservations made through the use of a computer

terminal. This terminal can be in the form of a type riter-like device with print page

output, video screen with te prirary images, or audio response from a

outer." The terminal communicates with a central computer or possibly anorn,

tninal, over telephone lines,

Ao audio response terminal would obviously present no prob!ems to the blind user,

b t unfo&unately, these are the least used devices. Th difficulties presented by

9 2
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pproached in three different ways. The first

solution to send the job applicon pre-trained with a device that will allow him

to read the output of the existing hardware. The second is to supply hard are that

will accomplish the same ends as the existing system does for the sighted person.

The third mehod is to replace or modify existing hardware. A fourth method might

be to redesign the job specifications so as to eliminate the blind person's use of the

cornmunicotion s which has beer th in the previous secfi n. The present

the job spe

Inc t

n.

the situation where the hardware is an part of

g of tie wice array of equipment tr y avail-

able to augment the blind ISE functioning on the job. No attempt has been made to

cat-2gorically evaluate these aids or to comment on the sophistication and complete-

ness of their development. It should be noted that the actu I selection of the specific

items of equipment will be dependent on the following factors unique to the given

situation:

a. The size of the data base involved.

b. The frequency of access required.

c. The a ount of the output.

d. The skills of the client.

However, it should be clear to the counselor that bo e cost of the equipment cannot be

the primary factor in the selection but rather it f.inctional utility for cassis ing the blind

ISE in performing his or her job, based on the following considerations:
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Reading existin9 output. T c--zsands of blind people are aurrenily

en o/ing benefits never thought poible th o .gh the use of

commercially available reading ma,..hines. Re Jag devices rens-

form characters froi a form for the sighted to a farm for the blind.

If a bl;rid person can be trained to c,ccurately use a reading machine,

the zompufer terrnin& used fcs,r an information processmg job may

pres,_-nt The followit:g are examples of special nerd-

w re currently a ble for 'hat purpose:

The Optacon mode by Telesensory Systems, Ina., is now

being widely used by the totally blind. This instrument

transforms print images into duplicate tactile characters.

Letters and numbers ore duplicated by a pattern of

vibrating reeds on the index finger. The size and in-

tensity of the character can be adlusted to the convenienc

the user. Telesensory Systems also m kes special camera

attachments for some video terminals, pewriters and

calculators, o;1 of which might be u ed by the ISE.

b. The Ste ?otone marketed by the Vete Administration

has a camera reading device used h1 a similar fashion to that

of the Optc'an. The conversion of the plint characters in

this case, however, is to a pattern of audio tone4. Through

the training course provided for the Stereotoner user, he

learns to associore tone patterns with character sha

9 4
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c. Visualtet Inc. and Apollo L -e s Inc. are two of the

mai r manufacturers of television screen magnifiers for

the partially sighted. These devices and lens magn

tiers can be used to enlarge print output of computer

terminals. There are also sRecial lenses for video screen

terminal enlarge ent.

2. S bstitution hardware. econd approach that can be considered

lying the problem of using an exsting compu:er system by the

blind is the substitution of a comparable system specially designed

for the blind. American Systems Inc has a teleprocessing system

called "Arts" (Audio Respohs, System). Using 'Arts, the

blind ISE can fill out forms, edit Ir'ters cid teports and keep a filing

system using the central "Arts' computer, programmed especially for

the blind user.

Adapted hardware. The third method, which is that of having a blind

person use an existing computer terminal, has the mast options, possi-

bilities and pitfalls. One easy procedure for the totally blind user is

to have a braille terminal substituted for or used in conj,kiic. -in with

the sighted terminal. Triformation Systems Inc. makes a line of braille

devices that are adaptaWe to all major computer systems. They produce

output on paper, tape, page form and work at teletype and video

terminal speeds.

Other devices eXist that wilt gvc the use- "Spelled e h" or a pronounced
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letter ever/ time a teletype character is printed. Braille output is ohaincble

from 1---st computer system high speed printers.

category ore also unique adaptations of hardware done on an

individual b 'r

The Arproach to Hardware

In the three categories listed above, areas have been sggested in which hord-

e solutions may exist. The m:mufacturers rnentiored rresent current suppliers of

some of the equipment that can accomplish e purpose being xght. A person

involved in job modflcction placement of the blind in the field of ISE must be fa iliar

with not only tt e products mentioned but have a good working knowledge of as much

technology as possible. The equipment that is necessary for a given job situat on may

change with the next ISE job, This is true not only becau he job specific& ons

hange but becouse cf idividuai ,ea tion to sophisticated equment.

if each counselor asked to be placed on manufcturers nuiling lit and obtained

a copy of the in;nationaI ca loq of "Aids and Appliances, " from the American

Foundati n for the Blind, he would have the bc'sL of a good equiprient library. Also,

in his equ.pment i formatio n I the job modifier can consider the libraries of

universities, and such organizations fo: the blind as the American Council of the

Blind, the , 1ional Federation of te Blind, the Reference Library of the Detroit

Society for the Blind, and the Resource Center of the Visually Impaired Data Proce-

sr
9 6
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The job madifi r need not take on the responsibi lity of hardware modification

al ne Wherever a computer system exists, there must be a staff of individuals who

program and maintain that system. Experience of those in the field has shown th t

these system people generally enjoy the lenge of modifying their computer

system to acco modate a blind user. if the job medifier is able to show the systems

person the variety of technology available, representarives of the equipment supplier

can be called upon to help in the resticturing process. The combnatkn of the

counselor who knows the blind person, the systems person who knows the fuil capabil-

ities of the existing hard are and software, ond the anufacturer's representative who

knows how his equipment applies to the blind user, constitutes a formid ble team.

At this point a lo k at a job restructuring project currently in process may help to

crystallize same of the hardware problems.

A placement specialist, keenly aware of recent technological

advances in the area of blind c mmunications, approached a city

agency, seeking their reaction to the hiring of a blind person. The

job that this placement person had in mind involved the use of video

display screens to enter orders ag inst an existing account wkile

talking to the customer on the telephone. After he learned that the

city agency was quite willing to cooperate, there were two major

obstacles to overcome. The first was the reading of the video screen

quickly and accurately while talking to the customer on the phone.

The second was getting a daily updated infr-nation sheet in usable

forrn for the blind person.

7
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The placement spec lc list, acting in cancer with conputersysterns

persorne and other staff members of the agency, looked over the oval I--

able technoioy for a solution to both problerns. Reading devices we e

not the answer because of the second problem even though Opta on

could read the video screen . The sheets of daily updated information

that had to be scanned were too combersorne far the Opt000n user

handle, And for the same reason, even braiie output was not satisfactory.

In consultation with epresen s of ccmnpanies manuFacturing

brai lie computer fermi nals, it was found that:

1 . A high speed ba'aiiie ter inal could be a replacement for, or

slave unit 4o, the existing video terminals. Howevec,

both cases would ,ui re -='--rne alteration. In the for er,

computer pr gramming would have to be modified so th t the

Braille terminal could act as an independent utiit . Under

these conditions, the blind person' .nput into the computer system

wou!d be slightly different from that of his sighted counterpart. in

the latter case, where the Braille trrminal would act as a slcrve units

to a video terminal there would be two problems. First ,. the

hardware itself would have to be modified to give nformatian to

the Braille terminal. Secondly, hardware failure rote aid

double for the blind person as he would be dependent on both the

modified video screen and the Braille terminal.

2 . It was discovered that through the use of some dormant hardware

own d by the agency, a more efficient and cheaper system might be

u ed to read the videescreens. The agency happened to have

fog
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e mini conlpuer rocessor s left from an

abandontd computer syste . By employing one

f these processors, video screen information

be hered ond pr perly formatted for a

slower, less expensive bra; !le terminal/ .

in dscus ng the proben of the nFormcstion sheet,

it became evident that a computer progro

somehow have to be employed to speed the trans-

lation nie time needed for tr ns ription into

brai lie and proofreading of the i nfonnotion

the task unreasonable. Proofreading entiol

the information had to be accurot e for the blind

person to do the job Even if the trcuucr1ptior

could be clone skimming the broil le intonation for

the cesay pertinent facts was not practical in

he tine availoble whit? the costorner was on the

phone.

The solution to this problem ay iq the application of the "Arts"

(Audio Response lenninol System), a the sharing service, or in the

u e of the ogency's own co pater system-

CO

With the application of a Local "Arts" system or time shared

a volunteer provided by the agency for the blind c n

era-er the pertine t data through the use of a telrninal , Proofreading

9 9
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these processors, video screen intonation
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. n discussi ng the problern of the nFormot ion sheet,

became evident th t a computer progani would

somehow have to be emp 'Dyed to speed the trans-

r. The time n eded for transcription into

brai lie and proofreading of the inforrnoti n made

By employing one

the task unreasonable . ProofrQoding was essential

as the information hod to be accurate for the bl nd

person to do the lob Even if the transcription

could be clone 11(4m-ruing the brattle Wan

the n e essory pertinent facts Was not practical in

he tr

phone.

The solution to this problem ay iq the applicotio of the "Affs"

(Audio Repotise ienninol System), a time sorin g service, or in the

use of the agency's own computer system-

With the appifeatiori of a local "Arts" system or time shared

computer, a volunteer provided by the a ge ay for the blind c n

enter the pertinent data throu9h the use of a ie rrninal , Proofreading

yailable while the cvstoner was on the

9 '9
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and the caliber of person who fill it. One does not consider adaptation of

hardwa e and software if a reading device will do the job. Reading devices are

currently being used by hundreds of blind people involved in information pra-

cessing functions with lnte

and Social Se

I Revenue Service (IRS), Civi I Service Commission,

ity Administration. If o e does physical ly change hardware or

introduce new terminals, he must be careful that the n v. configuration does not

require a higher intelligence level than that of the blind person's co- orkers.

This situation could quickly lead to boredom and an unhappy employee.

Designing hardware changes so that they wit I be ari aid in future steps up the

career ladder may mat be possible but certainly would be an advantageous side

benefit.

To help cost-justify new or adapted hardware, the job modifier must consider

more than the primary reason for the expense If the new hardware can be made to

serve more than one function by spending a little more tine or money, the result

could be very worthwhile. A reading device purchased to read a video screen c

puter terminal, that Iso ploofreads a type ds a calculator or possibly data

sto ed on microfi Irn, makes the user independent in many areas. A broil le terminal

employed primarily as a substi1 te far a sighted terminal, which ato functions as a

pri nter for needed information in the example of the airy agency) or as a source

of manual information en in recent experiments by IRS) is another example of

expanding the hardware usefulness. An audio response system could be used pri-

marily to print forms, but a person who undentends the full capabi lities of the

1.0
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ther applications of Ps potential for t

bli d information cleric, such as keeping a computerized filing system.

A major consideration ir using technology to aid a blind person is the re-

liability of the product. Any electromechanical device h s a failure rate and

thus a down ti e percentage. if a pe 's entre job function depends on the

adapted hardware then he will be incapacitated when the device fails. Plans

must Therefore be made for this inevit ble failure so that an awkward situation

with the employee and employer is averted by having some other productive work

or st .dy assignments available.

questions that must be answered in this area are the length of time for

;c its cost and wha is responsble for the cost. In the case where the equip-

ment involved has een provided by someone other than the employer, the question

of who pays the maintenance costs become a very important consideration. Ideally,

ingements could be mode to have the er-ployer assume this cost or, as an

ahem tive, the Vocational Rehabilitation Agency through the follow-alang-service

could assume the cost. If rel rangement is possible and large groups of blind

ISE's have to cony the cost of I heir own equipment maintenance, then federal legis-

lation providing tax rebates, ta empl,ayers and for employees should be considered.

Recommendations

1 Undoubtedly, techncilogy con allow a blind person to make effective

use af 'his talents in I.he ISE field. In order ta make the best of the

102
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new technology ova ilable at optimum prices, the equipment must

be ordered in mass quantities. The likely agency to make such a

purchase is the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW). But, under current law, there is no provision for such

purchases. Instead, equipment that is purchased comes mainly

through st e oaencies using indirect federal monies. Single--

unit purcha ing is at premium prices, as the manuFacturers can

only order their parts in small quantities Time is also lost in

the process. Usually, the blind person must have secured a job

beLre the equipment purchase order is issued. Many clerical

jobs in ISE will bp lost to blind people., as the employer cannot

wait to fill the open positi n. if the agencies had a backlon of

equipment because of a mask purchasing policy, there would be

no time lost.

It is clear then that we need a federal law change that would

give HEW this purchasing power.

Another need is for on open nded research and development gran

that would supply technical expertise to the jab restructurer. The

grant would establish a list of qualified individuals in the field of

technology for the blind. Then, when a placement specialist

needed technical advice on hardware job restructuring, he would

write a request with a description of the job. The grant would

provide money to pay for on individual to be sent to help in the

planning and interfacing of any equipment involved. Reports

103
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supplied by the consultants would provide a resource library for

the other consultants and, if widely circulated, would keep all

placement specialists up to date on job possibilities.

All too frequently, the job modifier devotes his entire effort to

the specific job and pays little, if any, attention to the I rg r

work environment. Clearly, for a complete and effective job

modification program, the job modifier must attend to the lay-

out and design of the work environment so as to make it barrier

free.

In the process af making special modifications to the work

environment for the specific target population, considerable

care should be taken to avoid creating new barriers for the

blind or non handicapped populations. Also whenever possi-

ble, every effort should be made to integrate the environmental

modifications into the overall physical plant design so as to

ovoid separate facilities and the associated segregation and

stigmatization.
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TRAINING PROG

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
for

QUALIFIED BLIND PERSONS
to become

Civil Service Information
Specialists

with
LIMITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE CO ISS ON

This investigation S _ 1çortod I" part by Demonstration Grant
No. 26-P-611715/6 from the Rehab,Far,on ServiCes Acfrninistradon,
SRS, KEW Vrough Prqects wfth Industry_

Roy Kumpe with the n-orble sratve yytrabolkings
rbe AED Rehabilitation Center by the Lions of

Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind, Inc.
affiliated with

International Services for the Blind, Inc.
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MS

introduction .
The Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind received a,
Demonstration Grant in 1973 from tha Rehabi1ita6oh
Services Administration, Social and Rehabilitation Service,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare through_
Projects with Industry, to develop criteria and e course of
training for blind persons to become i Information
Specialists employc4 by the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission.

The CSIS program at the AEG sprang from the suc-
cesses demonstrated since 1967 by the Taxpayer Service
Representative training program for the Internal Revenue
Service. Both programs are designed to train qualified
blind and fisually handicapped persons for these specific
jobs with the belief ihat other and similar ernbloyinent
opportunities can be identified in which blind persons can
be effectively and efficiently employed.

admission .
Rehabilitation counselors may refer potential CSIS trainees
for evaluation at any time of the year, but not later than
one month prior to the beginning of the cIas which they
are expected to enter. Each class lasts three months, with
new classes beginning in Feburary, June and October.

It is recommended that an applicant and his
rehabilitation counselor arrange an interview with the
nearest District Civil Service Comm issiop Personnel Officer
for exploration of employment possibilities le the ap-
plicant's home state.

Mrs. Jayne Baker Spar Vice Chairman of the Clul
gerVieff CommiSSi011. Is piduirad during production
ceremonies far the first CPS class at the 14E8. she
received specialrecognition far bet supper( el the program
from AE8 Executive Director, Roy Kurnpa.



Members of the flj nt CSIS éles.s to connplatetreininfflat
AES ere now employed Fr, IL.S, Civil 4ervice Cornoissien
offices across the notion arse pioneered lhe course for
other classes to follow,

cost
The fee for the one month of evaluatiOn i 4780. For those
qualified to enter the CS15 course, tuition will a defrwed
during the grant period by the AEB under the Projects v.fith
Industry grant. Room arid boand expenses for trainees
living on campus receiving evaluation, personal ad.
Justiment end prevocational training, are derMed by the
Lions Clubs- An estimate based on past experience in-

dicates that approximately a220 is ne-cemery la meet ecff
campus room and beard needs during the three month
Mine.

qualificatiaris ,
The initial selection al al:Oilcans i cloile by the
rehabilitation COURSON" in the sponcsolirav stflte agerry
with final evaluation (luring a one rnorrth peroid et tele &EEL

Admission into the three month CSIS course will be

contingent upon the AE15 evaluation and interview by she
admissions committee, which includes revresantalives of

the U.S. Civil Service Commission.

M 0131L11Y
The candidate must be able to clerncnstras indepandant

motility to a high degree, Eka (ce she) must lbe skilled in
both °Indoor and Indoor nobility win" eivheasis on

complete independence. The candidate must be able to
adjust to office situations where workng space is limited.

1v1E14TAL ABILITY
The candidate should have an La of abeve average

vertel level.. Subte i ,rnernory, vocabulary, general
information and Aigit span seem tote vitic-al factors.

BRAILLE Ar
Reading competency should be Go words a minute Or

better and comprehension 85 to 95 waters* or Letter. The
job vwill rewire that notes be taken and memos Waren sa
that ability to use et braille writer and sla-te +4%111 be

necsary. The candidate should have slate and stylus
ability of 12 to 15 words per minute and possess good
braille writing skills.

WPEWSITINC
Candidates oust be capable of using a type

rate of 313 wares per minute with good ecuracy 8n
be aide to cornpose and write a good business letter-

-TE LE 10 1-1 OM E USAGE

the
mwst

The candidate must be ari expert In the cae of the
telephone since much of his work will be done in thie
memo% A good telephone personality and a pleasant voice
are essential. 1'he ability to atceot politely any curtness and
hostility that may be encountered with incoming calls 4
Masi important The candidate mein 1Di' capable of

returning calls ln inslences where research s involved
before questions can be answered.

PERSONAL A DJ US TA/ EMT
Candidates should be personable, betti in dress and

ma rimer, and be able to groorn therriselves avpropriately -for
professional employment. Thse candidate showid
derrbonstrate appropriate maturity. Good etiquette at all

times is expecled. Dining and food handing competence 4
necessary and vvill be closely evaluate& All canclidales
should be able to accept and use su-pervielore.

NATFIEMKTICS
Exceptional mathematical stills are not required.

FCR FURTHEIIM FO mtolos CCPNTACT:

Roy Kurnpe,. Executive caireeror
2811 Fair FierABoulevord

Little lioark, Arkansas 72204
5011664-7la

ARKANSAS ENTERPRIStS FOR 1114- /IC.

Affiff.ateel withlnrernatiorol Services Ferrhe Vine

&cm? one is defiled selces because of
mem, Cieerd, six4 colon, at nwtiontil arierj

11 -Tri 100:1



VOCATIONAL TRAINING
for

QUALIFIED BLIND PERSONS

to become

TAXPAY,ER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVES
WITH INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

NTRODUCTION._

In 1967, Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind initiated a
pilot project for training qualified persons as Taxpayer
Service Representa tives with the Internal Revenue Service.
The program was a joint effo0 of IRS, The Arkansas
Rehabil;tation Services for the Blind and the Arkansas
Enterprises for the Blind through a grant from the Social
and Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

The progrorn moved into a new phase in 1971, with
expiration of the grant and after three successful years of
demonstrating the effectiveness of the project. Dn the
basis of this success, the training service is being con-
tinued at AEB and is now available through payment of
tuition and fees by sponsoring rehabilitation agencies.

Rehabilitation counselors may refer potential IRS
trainees for evaluation at any time of year, but not later
than one month prior to the.beginning of the class which
they are expected to enter. Each class lasts four months,
with new classes beginning in February, June and October.

It is reCommended that an applicant and his
rehabilitation counselor arrange an interview with the
nearest District IRS Personnel Officer for exploration of
employment possibilities in the applicant's home state.

Extortive Director Roy !Stogie with the marble statue symboliz.
ins the sponsorship of the AEB Rehabilitation Center by the
Ikns of Arkansas.

Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind, Inc.

offilioted with

Irtefnc*tiona Servkes for the Blind. Inc.

1 fO

Dan Dull, if)s(FiJCtoc. and Mrs. Mary McClaren, consultant,
check a map showing IRS employment locations of the
more th3, 1 tgli trainees who have completed the
course at the AFL



Jack McSpadden, first blind person to finish TSR training
et the AEB, received an award es an outstanding employee

of the Treasury Department from Julie Nixon Eisenhower
McSoadden has been employed at the Little Rock IRS
office since June, 1967,

COST_ .

The fee for the evaluation period, including room and
board on campus is $7 83. tor those qualified to enter the

training program, the tuition and fees total $2,000 for the
entire period This does not include room end board which

the trainee is responstle for arranging off-carnpus. An

estimate, based on past experience, indicates that ap-
proximately upo per month is necessary to meet these
maintenance needs.

QUALIFICATIONS...
It is understood that the initial eiaksation a an applicant

te to-be done by the rehabilitation counselor at the state

level and that a final evaulation will be made at Arkansas
Enterprises for the Blind A candidate's first month at the
AEB Center will be devoted to evaluation and the ac-
ceptance of any candidate will be contingent on this
evaluation.

MOB IL TY

The candidate must be able to demonstrate independent
mobility to a high degree. lie (or she) must be skilled in

both outdoor and indoor mobility with emphasis on
complete independence. The candidate must be able to

adjust to office situations where vvorking space is limited.

MENTAL ABILITY

The candidate should have an I. O.. of above average

verbal level. Subtests In memory, vocabulary and digit

span are critical factors.

MATHEMATICS

The candidate should have mathematical skills of a high
school graduate or better. The candidate should also
understand fractions and percentages. Mental arithmetic
ability should be developed to a high degree. Mathematical
aids for the blind such as abacus are available and in some

cases essential.

BRAILLE

Reading competency should be 60 words a minute or
batter and comprehension 85 to 96 percent. The job will
require that notes be taken and memos written so that
ability to use a braille writer and slate will be necessary. The
candidate should have slate and stylus ability of 12 to 15
words per minute and possess good braille writing skills.

TYPEWRITING

Candidates must be capable of using a typewriter at the
rate of a words per minute with good accuracy and must
be able to compose and write a good business fetter.

TELEPHONE USE

The candidate must be an expert in the use of the
telephone since much of his work will be done in this
manner. A good telephone personality and a pleasant voice
we essential. The ability to accept politely any cunnese arid
hostility that may be encountered with incoming calls is

most important The candidate must be capable of
returning calls in instances where research is involved
before questions can be answered.

PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT

Candidates should be personable, both in dress and
manner, and be able to groom themselves appropriately for
profmsional employment The candidate should be 29
years old or older and demonstrate appropriate maturity.
Cood etiquette at ell times is expected. Dining and food
handling competence is necessary and will be closely

evaluated.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Roy Kumpe, Executive Director
2811 Fait Park Boulevard

Little Rock Arkansas 72204
501/664-71GO

ARKANSAS ENTERPRISES FOR THEBLIND, INC-.

Affiliated with International Services For The Blind

No one is denied services because o
race, creed, see, color, or notional origin.
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Te'lb are 'Leased to announce that we are sorlsorirs another training

CcSS for lnd Service Represen.atives with the Social Security-

A.fiminiatration this year. The Florida Bureau of Blind Services, in

cooperation with the Social Security Administration, has now recruited,

t --a, and assisted in the training of 85 blind per ons who are still

an the job. These blind clients, of whom mans, are totally blind, have

srauatd from seer classes trained during the past five years.

'They work as Service Representatives starting at a GS-4 level ea-n-

ing $7,198 annually and can be promoted to Grade 5 and Grade 6 in the

category 4,1-.h the top salary being $11,668. Graduates_ of the

early classes are a ready working at a Grade 6 level, and moSt of the

other gra uates are working at a Grade 5 level.

The Social Security Administration haS made it possible to recruit

and train blind persons from eight U.S. Health, Education, and Welfare

regior.s.

In the firs-c, enclosure, you will find a list of qualifications ,Aor

blind apmlieantS (Attachment A). It is hoped that you will supply

each Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor in your state agency for the

-blind with this information so that he cam screen his case load for

eferrals. If your counselor has a referral, or referrals, he should

then :all out the forms attached to the "Instructions for Referring

Ciens for Screening in Social Security Administration Program for

blind Service Representatives" (Attachment C) and send it to me.

Screen ns and tes,ing will take place in Daytona Beach, Florida, at

our Adult Rehabilitation Center for the Blind, In addition to bein

interviewed by Social Security Managers, screening and testing will

nclude: intelligence tests, psychological tests, tests in braille

(reading and writing), large print (reading and writing), typins,

mobility, SSA mathematics test, and in actual "role-playing" to dis-

cover if they have the type of qualiti s needed 'or this job.

For those of you who are unfamiliar with this prograrti, I an enclosinc

co2y of an article from Perfornan Nacrazin (October 1972. edition)

W.lieh is a publication of the ?resiäens ConL,ittee on Ezployment of

the ffandicapped (Nttachment,B).
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Training for these

office of-the Socia

Page 2

N

Mar-h 20, 1974

sitions will ta3e place in the t Palm Beach

Security Adniinistratin be inning early In

July 1974

for a period of thirteen vieeks. There is rio char by the Social

Security Administra-4....on foz this training 1aintenance casts and

transportation expenses, however, will be the responsibility of the

particular state vocational rehabilitation agency
sponsoring the cli-

ent. Much of the training equipment is supplied by the Social Secui--

ity Administration, but other equipment would have to be supplied Ly

the state agency of the individual. Total cost to the rehabilitation

agency during the training period will be approximately $1,530, ex-

cluding transport tj.a.

Placement of your client will be within the U.S. Health, Education,

and Uelfare region fron which he comes which nay be in his hone state.

It should be understood that your client must be mobile; i e, i1l-

ing to be placed within his general region.

It is important that counselors see this inforntation as soon as pos-

sible so t7hat they can make their referrals in tine for the screening

which vill take place on

May 13- 2974 to nay 16 1974

in Daytona Beach, Floriaa. Ve, in Florida, and those in

ing states, have been extr mely pleased with this progra

For complete instruet
gram in Daytona Beach, se Attachwient C with i s enclosures.

e adjoin-

referri g clients for the scrcermn

Very truly yours

BUREAU OF BLIND SERVICES

Donald H. qedever, Chie
Coorirutor of SSA Training Progr m

State of Florida
Department of licalth and Reha littive Services

Division of Vocational Rehabi,. tzion
Bureau of 31ind Services State Headquarters

1309 Wine ood BoWevard
e FL 32301

Telephone 1-904-483-7791
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7-23-73

A VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY F R BLI D PERSONS

Mary Barber, Acting MA Project Coordiln
Los Angeles City College

855 North Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, 90029

California

Pr paration of Blind Persons for Employment as Teleservice Representatives
with this Social Security Administration

PURPOSE

In order to facilitate the employment of competent telephone service representatives by the Social
Security Administration and in order to implement the placement of qualified blind persons, this
co-operative enterprise has been expanded to the western states. A similar program in the eastern
states hos resulted in the employment of over 50 blind telephone service representatives.

SPONSORSHIP

Funded by a Research and Demonstration Grant fr,m the Social and Rehabilitati n Servke, .HEW.

Training and emplo>en,ent provided by the Social Security Administration, H,EW.

Referrals and trainiro expenses furnished by the Department of Rehabilit n of the Western States.

Administration arid coordinotion ofthe program provided by Los Angeles City College.

A HARD JOB

Persons employed on this front line ob must know adi there is to know about the current operation
of Social Security, Medicare and must be familiar with other health and welfare programs. Beyond
the pre-employment troinin program, the learning goes on continuously through in-ser-vice training
to keep personnel up to date with the ever expanding service program of the Social Security Admin-

istration. The lob requires the service representative to be on the telephone 3 hours per day. He
listens carefully to ascertain what the real question is and responds with accurate information in an
understanding manner. He must obtain necessary information from the caller and execute necessary

Forms so that fel low-up can be done by other Social Security personnel . lie must become familiar
with the health, educational and welfare resources in th,...ornmunity so that he may direct callers

to the approprkste agency when the call does net specifically concern the Social Security Adminis-
tration. He rtt be able to "meet one deal" with difficult situational problems and at the same
time maintain a warm and friendly regard for his telephone caller. Maintenance of good worldng
relationships with supervisors and calk agues is essential .

WHO IS ELIGIBLE

in that the TSR is the primary contuct person between the public and the Social Security Administra-
on, only the very best employees are wonted. Legally blind persons 21 years old or older may

pply if they can meet the following criteri6: 114
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t. The cAlent must have a pc:suasive telephone voice and _e able to

't-
and interv:ew peq le sillfully.

Cl c .= riust be able to either read large print and write le ibly

or read and iLe braille (Crade 2). Your client nust ,also :7,e, d.ble

to type. Speecz is not essential but accuracy is im'oortant. This

t'r3i'llg o.-. wr- '..-.5 will also involve _..y varied forns which the cl
'lave to. complete.

your case. load, you -h.- ld Itep the following in mind:

Your client must have two years of college credits or to years of

woric e,;perience, administrative in nature.

Ee ust pass the. Civil Service Zxamination for "Jun _r Federal
Lssistant." Questions cover vocabulary, reeding, comprehensic
abstract reasoning, name and number coarison, and simple
arithAet c.

He :-.Iust be willing to live in West Palm Eeaci for the thirteen-week
training program and be villing to relocate if necessary within the
HE&W Region where he is fron to accept en7picyment.

He must avel indepen entli and be able to use private and pfciic
-portat:.on.

st 1.)c a ;:Latu erson.,
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TO: 11 Rehabilitation Counselors for the Bliud, Agencies for the Blind

and Visually Handicapped, States West of the 1isissippi River:

SO- Cr: SOCIAL SECUR_TY ADMINISTRATION TELESERVICE TWLNI1G PROGRAM FOR IRE BLflID

Dear Colleagues:

This is to remind you that Los Angeles City College is tt11 coordinating the SSA

Teleservice Representative Program for the Blind in the Western States. We are

happy to be able to advise you that following the expiration of the Social and

Rehabilitation Service Land D6.1Grant on December 31, 1973, the'Social Security

Administration awarded LACC a casct to support th::. coordinating activities througl

June 30, 1974. After July 1, LACC hopes to be able to continue to offer the

service on the basis of a fee fe-i' eTseluation services charged to the referring agenc:

since no further direct federal support is anticiprted after thaE_date.

We are currently recruiting for a training session which iS anticipated to begin :lbw

June 3, 1974. Referrals should be made immediately so that all of the prepatory

can be done and suitable applicants presented to the. selection comoitteeon April 25

1974. Applications Which tone in too late or are not completed by that date will be

considered for later training sessions. We do not yet have a list of locations uher

employmemt opportunities will be available for those trainees. However, We expect

there w411,16e more than enough employment opportunties for the twelve trainees we cis

handle oath session. It else helps if the counselors contagpt the SSA Office Manager
in their areas and explain the program to them so that they may initiate requests fol

Blind TSR through their Regional Representatives in charge of district office operat:

Such local interpretations will increase the number of available job slots 'and cote

placements possibly closer to home for your clients. Some of the Teleservice Center:

have encountered delays in getting into operation, but they are making progress and

we anticipate more job orders from them in the near future.

In the event that you do not have 4 supply of aur general information bu

Rehabilitation Counselor's Guide Lines and Preliminary.Application Forms, please
write to me at Los Angeles City Colleze. You may also wish to send a letter of re-
ferral immediately if you do not have oue oaterials on hand.. Referrals Should incite

personal data, educational and employment records,eye and general medical exaoinatik
reports, psychological reports and rehabilitation centeeevaluation reports if avails.

Whatever information me receive we will evaluate and advis0 you as to the applicants

acceptability and how you should proceed.

If yeu have mode referralt in the past, please continue to do so. If you have not,

it is worth sihile expenditure of tiue as since applicants who are accepted as trainee

and Oho complete the training successfully are guaranteed employment.

Very sincerely,

'eat Coordinator
Jw
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Pass the United States Civil Service examination, "Junior Federal Assistant" (GS-4

Satisfactorily pass the Social Security Administration "meet and deal" panel interview,
telephone technique interview and general math test.
Read ink print or braille at 80 words per minute.
Write script or braille legibly and accurately.
If a braille reader, mug be able to typewrite accurately at 25 words per minute.
Must have completed at least 2 years of college or have had equivalent responsible

employment experience.
Mist be generally emotionally mature, socially competent, be able to manage personal

affairs adequately and be comptent in regard to orientation and mobility.
Mist be willing to go through an evaluation process at a rehabilitation center for the

blind to verify skills, abilities and aptitudes.
Must be willing to go to Los Angeles for training and to move to a western city where

employment is available.

HOW TO APPLY

Interested blind persons should conta t the Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor for the Blind in the

district in which the applicant lives. If the Rehabilitation Counselor feels that the candidate meets

the minimum requirements, he will write the Coordinator of the training program at Los Angeles City

College for further information. The Coordinator will provide instructions to the counselor as to how

the selection process will be carried out and the further steps which the applicant must take in order

to qualify for training and become a candidate. The final selection of candidates is on a competitive

basis with all relevant factors considered.

BENEFITS

This program presents an opportunity for capable blind persons to compete with sighted persons fo

responsible jobs with the Federal Government. In the competition for the training, each person

should find out where his strengths and weaknesses lie so that he may, if necessary, re-adjust his

goals or acquire additional skills. The 13 week training period essentially provides the trainee

with a body of knowledge and appropriate skills which constitute an occupational identification,

that of telephone service representative. The trainee who completes the program successfully can

anticipate immediate employment in one of the various Teleservice Center or in a district office.

Blind persons who become federal employees can expect the same opportunities for advancement

and employment security as is enjoyed by their fellow sighted workers. Job performance determines

progress both with regard to additional responsibilities and additional compensation. The fringe

benefits provided for federal employees are equal to or superior to those available in private employ

ment. Health insurance, vacation, leaves of absence and retirement benefits are the most obvious

fringe benefits. Opportunities to work in a socially signigicant job and to associate with colleagues

who have similar interests are less tangible but none the less valuable fringe benefits.

1 7



Appendix C

FEDERAL 'JOB
INFORMATION
CENTERS'
JULY 1974
BR E-9

DI ECTO

The U-S. Civil Service Commission offers Federal CIO-

playromot information through a nationwide network of
Federal Job Information- Centers.

For an answer to your questions about Federal employ.
must, you can visit. write, or call tile nearest Federal lob
Informathn Centerthe local address and telephone num-
ber are listed beside each city in the network_ If you are
located outside a local dialing areaL you can call the toll-free
numb= listed for your State.

(A toll-free number cannot be dialed from out.dde the
State where it ia hated_ A. with other long-distanco call&
the operator may *A for your number---you will not be
charged for the calL)

Some job Information Centers provide information rtt
garding jobs in other jwisdictions (city, county, or state).
Thome Intergovernmentsd job Information Centers are idea--
tified below by a bullet (*). '

The Civil Service Commilaion invites you to call and
talk with ow information specialists before writing a letter
or Idling out a job application. Information specialiata can
mail you job announcements, application forma, and pam-
phlets. A call can save you valuable time and effort.

Federal Job Information Centen are open to serve you
Monday through Friday, ercept holidays.

. Federal Job Inf ormation Centers
ALABAMA
Dutaurscstaat: In local area call (205) 3253601.

IS South 20th Street, Daniels Bldg.; 35203.
HUNTSVILLE: LI lace area call (205) 453.5070.

Southerland Bldg., 806 Governors Dr. SW.; 35801-
Monni: In local area call (205) 690-2118.

rust National Bldg., 107 St. Francis St,; 366r
Montcoatrat: in local area call (205) 265-5611, cat 321.

28 South Court Street; 36104.
In other N. Alabama locations dial 1.800-572.29132-
In other S. Alabama locations dial 1.800-672-3075.

ALASKA
ANcuottacce In local raca call (907) 2654751. ext. 751..

Rill Bldg., 632 Sixth Ave.; 99501.
FAIRBANKS: In local area call (907) 452-1951.

Rampart Bldg., Suite 7, 529 Fifth Ave.; 99701-
JUNEAU; h local area ciii (90,7) 5864136.

Federal Bldg., Room M21; 9930L
In other Alaska locations dial the long-distance opo

and ask for ZeMth 1600. (Toll-Fme)

ARIZONA
Puotan: In local area call (602) 2614736.

572 N. Central Ave.; 85004.
Tucson: In local area call (602) 792-6273.

Federal Bldg., Rm. 105, Scott & Broadway Sta.; 85702.
In other Arizona locations dial 1-800-352-4037.

ARKANSAS
Lrrni Root: In local area call (501) 378-5842.

Fiderd Bldg., Rm_ 1319, 700 W. Capitol Ave.; 72201.
In other Arkansas IOCALions dial '800-482-9300.

CALIWOR.NIA
FaEsao: la kcal area call (2 437-5062.

Federal Bldg., Rm. 2011, 1130 -0** SL; 93721.
Lose BEACH: In local area can (213) 591-2331-

1340 Pine Me.; 90813.
Los Atectr.o: In local area call (213) 6885360.

Easuran Columbia Bldg., 851 S. Broadway; 90014..
[Luciana: In local area call (415) 273.7211.

1515 Clay Street; 94612
in ta. long4iskuce di.11ag isstruction, is remr lasal plume



Samtassotro; In local area call (916) 449-3441.
Federal Bldg., 650 Capitol Mall; 95814

SAN DIMNARinno: In local HMI call (714) 383-5783, ext-
395; 380 W. Court St.; 92I01.

Su( Disco: In local area call (714) 293-6165.
Sake 2100, 110 West C St.; 9210L

Salina Ana: In local area call 4714) 836-2586.
200 E. 7112 St.; 92702.

San Ion: In local area call (408) 275-7458.
105 N. la St, Rme 217; 9511&

Itrat NUYS: In local area call (213) 787-0211, ext. 458.
7433 Van Nuys Blvd.; 91405.

Sue Fastactsco: la local area call (415) 556-6667.

1 Federal Bldg., 1001, 450 Golden Cate Ave.; 94102
SANTA AIWA: In local area call (805) 925-9719.

Post Once Bldg., Rm. 202, 120 W. Cypress St.; 934511
In other Califonda locations within Alpine, Amador, Butta,

Calaveras, Colasa, Del'None, El Dorado, Franc; Glavin,
Humboldt. Ifiesaa, take, Lawn. Madan, Maripom,
Mendocino, Merced, kfodoc, Nevada, Plaza, Plmnsa,
Sacramento, SSA Joatptin, Shasta, Siena, rm.
suahlin. Smut, Tebasa, Triniq, Tulare, Tuolumne,
Yolo or Yuba Counties, and in Rio Vista, did 14100.
952-5320.

In other California locations within Alameda, Corsza
Marin, Monterey, Napa, San Benito, San Mate% Santa
Cara, Santa Crux, &lane and Sonoma Comtism old
1-800-652-1130.

other CaRfornia locations within Kan, Los Angela,
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Vennua Counties
dial 1.800.3726590.

la other California locationa within lnyo, Mono, Riverside
and San Bens:dine Counties dial 1.800-472-5691.

In other locations within San Diego and Impetial Counties.
dial 14309-522-1058

COLORADO
Cowl/Lan &Ionics: Its local area call (303) 633-0381

rairsde Sq., Suite 108; 223 N. Cascade Ave..; 130907-

Duerna: la local area call (303) 8374506.
Post Office Bldg, Rm. 203, 1823 Stout St; 80202.

In other Colorado locations dial 14100-332-3310.

CONNECTICUT
Eamon): In local area call (203) 2443096.

Federal Bldg, Rm. 717; 450 Main St; 06101
In o&er Connecticut locations dinl 1.800842-73=

DELAWARE
WILIELINICTON: In local area call (302) 571.62813.

Federal Bldg, 844 King Street ; 19801.
In other Delaware locations dial IRO-292-956a

DISTBICr OF COLUMBIA
KUNO ANNA: In lfacal area did (202) 7 -961&

US. Civil Service Commbsion, 1900 E St. N.

FLORIDA
lotoaotorms: In loc.cl area call (904

2747 Art Museum Dr., Suite 2; 32207.
Mum: Its local Area caD (305) 3504724.

909 Brad! Pima Sdte 400; 3313L
OaLamao: la local area call (904) 294.3771.

3101 Magaire 131n1.; 321303.
Partsacota: la local area call (904) 434-0109.

50 East Cardsm St; nsoi.
Tour.: Irt local area call (81.3) 229-7131

Barnett sank OfEce Bldg.. Suite 407, 1000 N. Ashley
St.; 33602.

In ether locatioras vest of the Apalachicola River dial

119

In other locations cut of the Apalachicola River dial
1.800432-0263.

GEORGIA
ATLANTA: In local area call (404) 526-4315.

Federal Bldg.; 275 Peachtree St. NE; 30303.
In odcr northers Georgia locations eta] 1800-282-1670.
Macoa: In local area call (912) 742-2161. ett. 2401.

Federal Bldg. 451 College St.; 31201.
In other southern sin locations dial 1-800.342-9643.

HAWAII
tioant.m.ti (and bland of Oahu) : Call (808) 546-86011

IWO Bishop St., Suite IRO; 96813. -

From other Hawaiian Warr& dial tha operator and ask for
Entexprise 8052. (Toll-Freo)

IDAHO
Botta: In lore! area ad (208) 342-

Federal Bldg., U.S. Courthouse,
St; 83702.

In other Idaho locations dial *-800-632.59

KUNOIS
Cmcaco: la local Mee eall ($12) 1535134.

Dirluma Bldg., Rm. ISM 219 S. Dearborn
IsLairo: In local area call (309) 783-6396.

208-18th St.; 6120L
Wannecas: In local area call (312) 336-2770.

2504 Washington St., Suite 200; 60081.
In St. flair & Madison Counties; If ralEng from Absaz

Collinsville, Edwardsville or Wood River, dial Opmator
and oak for 'Enterprise" 1192.
If caning from Belleville. EzIrt St- Loui
Freeburg. Granite Qty.. Lebanon,
OTallon, did Operator and aak
41192.

In other Illinois locitiona Sal '4300-972.11388.

W. Fort

INDIANA
Irrolonovous: In kcal ma call (317) 633-8662-

Century Bldg., Rm. 1112; 36 S. Pa. St.; 46204.
-In other Indiana locations did '-800-382-1030.

IOWA
Drs Montag: In bed area call 1515) 2044546.

191 Federal Bldg., 210 Walnut Street; 50309.
In other Iowa locations did 1-800-362.2066.

KANSAS
WICHITA: In local arca call (316) 26 -6311,

One-Twenty Bldg., Rm. 101, 1205. Mar
In Leavenworth County, dial Operator and ash
In other Kansas locations dial 1800-362-2693.

KENTUCKY
Loutsvran: In local arca call (502) 582-5130.

Federal Bldg., Rio. 167, 600 Federal FL; 40202.
other Kentucky locations dial 1-800-292-4585.

LOUISIANA
New Onmarraf In local arca call (506) 527-2764

Federal BIdg. South; 600 South St.; 70130.
In other Louisiana locations dial 1.800-362-6S11.

MAINE
AHCHPTA: In local area call (207) 622-6171.

Federal Bldg., Bra 611; Sewall St. &
04330.

other Maine locations dial 1800-452-8=
mow Ia Licis-Aiiisste Halms lipanottlaba IN Tear Ideal Illnow

LV



MARYLAND
Bainnosz: In local area call ( ) 962-3826,

Federal 131dg.; Lombard Si & Hopkins Pl.; 21201.
D.0 METRO ARTA: In local area call (202) 737-9616.

U.S. Civil Service Commission. 1900 E Sr. N.V.; 20412.
In other Maryland locations clial 1800492-9515:

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON: In local area call (617) 223-2571.

J. W. McCormack Post Office & Court
02109.

Semmes-min: In local area call (413) 781.2420, en. 303.
436 Dwight St. Rra. 201; 01103.

In other Musachusetta locations chat 1-8008824621.

MICHIGAN -
Da-racit: In local area call (313) 226-6950.

Iafayette BIdE.. Lobby, 144 W. Lafayette St.; 48226.
la other Michig ocations '800-5728242

MINNESOTA
Twos arras: In local area can (612) 725-3355.

Federal Bldg., Rm 196, Ft. Snelling, Twin Otiot
5.5111.

kr other Minnesota locationa dial 1-800-552-1244

MISSISSIPPI
JacKsort: In local tires CAll (601) 948-7821, ext. 596.

802 N. State St.; 3920L
In other Missisaippi locations dial 1 800-2'22-8090.

MISSOURI
LANsas Orr: in local air"' call (816) 374-5702.

Federal Bldg., Rm. 129 601 E. 12th Si; 64106.
1.12 other western Missoud locations dial 1-800.892-7650.
ST. LOUIS: In local area eall (314) 6224285.

Federal Bldg., Rm. 1712, 1520 Market St.; 63103.
In St. Clair & Madison Coundes, nlinoist If calling from

Alton, Collinaville, Edwardsville or Wood Fiver. dial
Openstor and ask for "Enterprise" 1192-
1( calling from Belleville, East St. Louis, Edgemont,
Freeburg, Granite City, Lebanon, New Athens or

OTanon. dial Operator and ask for "Enterprise"
411192.

In other eastern Missouri locations dial 1-800-392-3711.

MONTANA
HtLana: la local area call (406) 442-9040, en. 3388.

IBM Bldg.. 130 Neil Ave.; 59601.
In other Montana locations clial *800-332-3410.

NEBRASKA .
Oman., : In local area call (402) 221-3815.

U.S. Courthouse and Post Office Bldg., Rrn 1014,
215 N. 17th St.; 68102.

In other Nebraska locations dial 1-800,642-9303.

NEVADA
LAS Vecas: In local area call (702) 385-6345.

Federal Bldg.. 300 Lii Vegas Blvd. S.; 89101.
RENO: In local area call (702) 784-5535.

Main Post Office. Rm. 238; 89505.
In other Nevada locations dial '4300-992-3080.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Posrisssoortir In local area call (603)

Federal Bldg., Rem 104, Daniel
01801.

In other New Hampshire 11:madams dial 1.800-

t. Itarq-dirtaace dialing (salt-art:ono ta Tear total

, ext. 762-
-hallow Sta.;

2-7=
nr twoa.

120

NEW JERSEY
NEWARK: In local area eaU (201) 645-3673.

Federal Bidg 970 Broad Si; 07102.
Parmson; In local area call (201/ 278-9500 eat. 320-

U.S. Foot Office, 194 Ward St.; 07501.
Trenton; In local area call (609) 599-3531 eat 373.

402 East State Sueet; 08608.
In Camden County dial 54143401
In other New Jersey locations dial 800-242-5870.

NEW MEXICO
ALauQuEanut: In local area call (505) 766-2557.

Federal Bldtr. 421 Cold Ave. SW.; 87101.
In Dona Alla ruld Otero Counties dial 1-800-351-1013-
In other New Mexico locaUons dial 6-800-432-6837. .

NEW YORK
ALBANT: la local area can (518) 472-3313 or 3314.

U,S. Post Office & Federal Office Bldg., Rm. 307; 12207,
Baoral In local area call (212) 2924666.

590 Grand Concourse; 10451.
Bat:martyrs: in local area (212) 596-5005 or 6.434.

271 Cadman Plana, East; 1120L
BUFFALO: In local area crM (716) 842-2834.

111 W. Huron St., Rm. 35; 14202.
HEransrtan: In local &Tea call (516) 482-2664.

175 Fulton Ave-, Rix 402; 11550.
Jaatalea: In local area call (212) 526-6192.

ITlimtlezGuarantee Co. Bldg.; 90-04161st Sr., Rim,

NEW YORK ClrY: In local area call (212) 264-0422.
Federal Bldg., 26 Federal Phu; 10007.

Svftacast: In local area call (315) 473-5660.
O'Donald Bldg., 301 Erie Blvd. W.; 13202.

Ln upstate New York locations dial '-800-962-1470.
In downstate New York counties of Suffolk, Dateless, Bock.

land, Orange, Putnam and N. Westchester dial 1300.
5227407; in the coundes of Nassau and S. Westcbester
dial (212) 26404=.

NORTH CAROLINA
Roulet': loc0 area call (919) 7 361.

Federal Bldg., 310 New Bern Ave., P.O. Boa 25069;
2760L

In other North Carolina locations dial 1-800-662-7720.

NORTH DAKOTA
FARGO: In local area call (701) 237-5771, eat, 363,

Federal Bldg., Rm. 202, 657 Second Ave- N-; 58101
In other North Dakota locations dial '-800-3-42-47131.

01110
CINCINNATI: Its local area call (513) 684-235L-

Federal Bldg., Rm_ 10503, 550 Main St; 45202.
CLEVELAND: In local area call (216) 5224232.

Federal Bldg.. :240 Ninth St.; 44199-
in other northern Ohio locations dial 1-800-362-2910.
Cott/mans: In local area cal/ (614) 469-5640.

Federal Bldg . Rm. 1113, 85 Marconi Blvd.; 43215.
DAYTON: In local area call (513) 461-4830, eXL 5540.

Crant-Deneau Bldg., Rm..610; 40 V_ Fourth ; 45402
In other southern Ohio locations dial '-800762-2435.

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY: In local area call (405) 2314948.

210 NW Sixth St.; 73102
In other Oklahoma locations diai 1-800-522-3781.

to /rourfirdaner didiog 601mctlans yaw lorol plraoa boat..



OREGON
Poartsam: In local area call (503) 221.314L

Multnomah Bldg., Lobby; 319 SW. Pine 5 , 97204
In other Oregon locations dial 1000-4524910.

PENNSYLVANIA
11/001,1 !r 1cnl Streta call (717) 4494.

Fedynil Bldg , Rm. 163; 11108-
PrittaortrmIA: In local area call (215) 597-7440.

William 1. C.reen. Jr. Federal Bldg. 600 Arch St_;
19106.

Prrrsausten: In local area call (412) 644-2755.
Federal Bldg., 1000 Liberty Ave; 15222.

WiLKES-BAIUIE: In local area (717) 825-6580.
Veterana Administration Bldg.., Rua. 102, 19 N. hialn
St.; 18701

In Camden County, N.J. dial 541-04X1.
In other eastern Pennsylvania locations dial 1.800462-4050.
lu other central and Weston Fernnylvanut locations dial

I .800.242-058B.

PUERTO RICO
SAN JUAN: The local number is 809) 765-0404

Pao Am Bldg., 255 Ponce de Leon Ave.; Rn
P.R. 00917.

Toll-free telephone service is not vstilalale from other
location*,

RHODE ISLAND
Pannotnct: The local nurnher is (401) 528-4447.

Federal and Post Office Bldg., Tim- 310, -Kennedy Plaza:
02903. -

In other Rhode Island locations dial 211 and ask the long-
distance operator to plac.e a collect call to the Provi
dence Area Office, U.S. Civil Service Commission, at the
above number. You vrill not be charged.

SOUTH CAROLINA
cHARLEstati: In local area can 0303) 5774171, ext. 328.

Federal Bldg., 334 Meeting St.; 29403.
COLUMBIA: In local AM call (803) 765.5387.

1802 Sumter St.; 29201.
In other South Carolina locations dial 1-800-922-3790.

SOIJTII DAKOTA
RAPID Orr: In local area call (605) 348-2221.

Room 201, Fedtral Bldg.--U.S. Court Hour, 515 9th
Street, 57701.

In other South Dakota locatiom dial '-800-742-8944.

TENNESSEE
Mrstrms: In local rues call (901) 534-3956.

Federal Bldg-, 167 N. Main Sr-; 38103.
Nast-natty: In local area call (615) 7496435.

Rm. 815, 1719 West End Mg.; 37203.
In other Tennessee locations dial 1800-5826291.

TEXAS
Avi.m. la lo.ex.1 ar 397-5330.

300 E 8th St., Rm. 566; 723701.
Coneys CHRISTI: In local area call (512) 8835511. en_ 352

Downtown Postal Station, Rem 105, 701 N. Upper
Broadway; 7840L

DALtAs: In local area call (214) 7493156.
Rm. 1C42, 1100 Commerce St.; 75201

In other northern Texas locuiona dial 1-800492-4400.
Ei- Paso: In local area call (915) 533-9351, ext. 5388.

National Bank Bldg., 411 N. Stanton St; 79901.
In other western Texas locations dial -800692-7000.

Ftefer to toog.tlioloocte dialog inoroctIval ki roar Ivan/ pbwe twak..
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In Bona Ana and Otero Counties, New ico dial 1-800-
351-1013.

FORT WORTH: In local area call (800) 492.4400.
819 Taylor S4; 76102

Ilasoactn: In local area call (512) 4256555.
320 Matz Bldg., 513 E. Jackson St; 73701.

Houston: In local area call (713) 226-550L
702 Caroline St.; 77002.

In oLher Cull Coast Texas loca6ons del 1-800-392
SAN Asaoruo: In local area call (512) 2254511,

643 East Durango Blvd.; 78205.
In other south Central Texas locations dial 1-800-292.561L

uTAR .-
Oont 74: L local area call (801) 399-6E154.

-

Federal Bldg., Rm. 1407; 324 25th St- ;134401.
SALT LAKE Cm': In local Biel call (801) 524-5744.

Federal Bldg. Annex; 135 S. State St- : 84111.
In other Utah locations dial 1-800-662-5355.

VERMONT -4

lintuancrorr: In local area call (802) 862-6501, art 259.
Federal Bldg., Ran. 317, Elmwood Ave. & Pearl Si
05401.

In other Vermont location* dial 100-6423120.

VIRGINIA
NORFOLK; In loci] area call (8(34) 625-6513.

415 5t. Paul's Blvd.; 23510. -

Ricnatorm: Inlocal area call (8(4) 782-2732.
Federal Bldg.; 400 N. Eighth St.,; 23240.

.0 741E-rno Ana: In local area call (202) 737-9616.
U.S. Civil Service Commission, 1900 E St. NW., 20415

in other Virginia locations dial 14300-582.8171.

117ASFENGTON
Scar-rut In local area call (206) 4424365.

Federal Office Bldg., First Ave- & Madison St.; 98104.
in local area call (206) 464-6964.

2304 East Madison Street; 98102.
Sroaatra; L local axes call (509) 456-2536.

US. Post Office, Rm. 200, 904 Riverside; 99210.
corda In local area call (206) 5936540.

Washington Bldg.; Rra_ 610; 1019 Pacific Ave; 98402
a NrOUVrit: The local number is 693-0541.

In other Washington locanons Zial 1-800552-0714.

WEST VIRGINLA
CHARLESTON: In local area call 3 04) 34.3-6181.

Federal Bldtg, 500 Quamar St ;
In other West Virginia location.' dial 1-800-6429027.

WISCONSIN
ibiAmisoN: In local area call (608) 252.5240.

1 West Wilson St., Room 244; 53703.
MILWAUKEE; In local area call (414) 224-3761.

Plankinton Bldg., Rat 205; 161 V. Wisconsin Ave.;
53203.

In other WiaCondla IOW:ions dial 1-300242-919L

WYOMING
Ctrtyttme: In local area call (307) 778-2220, est. 2108.

Teton Bldg., RIO. 108, 1805 Capitol Ave.; 8200L
In other Wyoming locations dial 1-800442-2766.

Ronr ta d..1vng lam-action* in tool Ie.iJ phone book-



APPENDIX

VETERANS FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT REPRESENTATIVES

Atl nta Region

Boston Region

Chicago Region

Dallas Region

Denver Region

New York Region

- Comprised of AløLrnn, Kentucky, North Carolina, South
rolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, gnd Mississippi

Timothy J. Mullis, VFER
Civil Service Commission
1340 Spring Street, NV
Atlanta, Georgia 30:309

- Comprised of Connecticut, Moine,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island

Phillip G. Pendel, VEER
Civil Service Commission
John W. McCormack Post Office
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

- Comprised of Michigan, Wisconsin,
Indiana, and Ohio

John J. McGuire, VFER
Civil Service Commission
Federal Office Building, 29th Floor
230 South Dearborn 5treet
Chicago, III inois 60604

(404) 526-2155

ew Ha pshire Vermont,

C urthouse
(617) 223-2555

Illinois, Minnesota,

Arkansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Loui

James E. Wilson, VFER, CSC
1100 Commerce Street, 4th Floor
Dallas, Texas 75202

(312) 353-2920

n , and Tex

(214) 749-3417

- Comprised of Colorado, Utah-, North Dakot
Montana, and Wyoming

William P. Hubbard, VFER
Civil Service Commission
Building 20, Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225

S uth Dakota,

(303) 234-20E4

- Comprised of New Jeiey, Puerto Rico, New York and
Virgin Islands

Thomas j. Kelley, VFER
Civil Service Commission
New Federal Building, 26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007
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(212) 264-0466



Philadelphla Region

St. Louis Region

Comprised of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
Virginia, and Pennsylvania

West

Herman A. Shrut, VFER
Civil Service Commission
William J. Green, Jr., Federal Building
600 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106 (215) 597-4445

Comprised of Iowa, Missouri,

Gardner K. Hart, VFER
Civil Service Commission
1256 Federal Building
1520 Market Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63103

Kansas, and Nebraska

(314) 622-5866

Son Francisco Region - Comprised of California, Arizona, Hawaii, Nevada, and
Pacific Ocean Area

Seattle Region

Donald R. Bohn, VFER,CSC
Federal Building, Box 36010
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102

Comprised of Alaska, Idaho, Oregon,

Reed E. Winters, VFER
Civil Service Commission
9085 Federal Office Building
First Avenue and Madison Street
Seattle, Washington 98104

(415) 556-0291

and Washington

(206) 44275699


